(S//REL) V CORPS OPORD _____ [OPERATION FINAL VICTORY]

(S//REL) REFERENCES: CFLCC OPLAN ECLIPSE II FINAL VERSION
C2PC GRAPHICS: (1)V CORPS M_OPORD03-32_260001ZAPR03_
IRAQ_BASELINE

(U) TIME ZONE USED THROUGHOUT THE PLAN: ZULU

(S//REL) TASK ORGANIZATION: SEE ANNEX A

1. (S//REL) SITUATION. THIS ORDER ESTABLISHES CORPS ACTIONS IN SUPPORT
OF CFLCC OPLAN ECLIPSE II. ECLIPSE II IS A SEPARATE, SEQUEL PLAN TO
COBRA II WHICH ADDRESSES CFLCC OPERATIONS FOLLOWING REGIME REMOVAL.
OPERATION FINAL VICTORY IS THE V CORPS SUPPORTING PLAN AND ESTABLISHES
TASKS FOR ALL V CORPS FORCES DURING POST-HOSTILITIES.

1.A. (S//REL) ENEMY SITUATION.

1.A.1 (S//REL) OVERVIEW. COALITION FORCES HAVE DEFEATED THE REGIME AND
CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN SET TO TRANSITION TO POST HOSTILITIES. IRAQI
MILITARY FORCES ARE DEFEATED OR CAPITULATED, WITH SMALL, NON-COMPLIANT
RDS OR PARAMILITARY ELEMENTS STILL LOCATED WITHIN BAGHDAD, TIKRIT AND
IVO THE FORMER GREEN LINE (MOST LIKELY CONTINUING TO OPERATE IN KIRKUK
AND MOSUL). THE NATURE OF THE THREAT CHANGES FROM A CONVENTIONAL
MILITARY THREAT TO AN ASYMMETRICAL THREAT. SEE THE EMBEDDING LINKS (IN
THIS PARA) AND APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX B FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE
THREAT, ANALYSIS OF THE AO AND CULTURAL/DEMOGRAPHIC AND INFRASTRUCTURE
ASPECTS OF THE AREA.

1.A.2. (S//REL) WITHIN OUR AREA OF OPERATIONS (AO), THE MOST LIKELY
THREATS AREPOSED BY CIVIL UNREST, FACTIONAL VIOLENCE, TERRORISM, AND
REMAINING ELEMENTS OF NON-COMPLIANT FORCES. THE SITUATION THAT
CONSTITUTES THE GREATEST RISK TO LONG TERM STABILITY AND SECURITY IN
THE POST HOSTILITIES ENVIRONMENT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE KURDISH,
TURKOMAN, AND SUNNI ARAB POPULATIONS IN THE NORTH. THE GREATEST RISKS
FOR SUDDEN VIOLENCE AND DETERIORATING CONDITIONS EXIST WHERE KURD,
TURKOMAN, AND ARAB AREAS MEET, SPECIFICALLY IN THE PRIMARY TOS POINT
CITIES OF KIRKUK AND MOSUL. IN THE NORTHERN AREAS, TENSIONS WILL REMAIN
HIGH AS THE KURDS SEEK TO ASSERT THEIR ROLE IN A POST REGIME
GOVERNMENT, TO INCLUDE REVERSING THE EFFECTS OF SADDAM’S "ARABIZATION".
THE KURDISH PESHMERGA, NUMBERING AROUND 75,000 IN TOTAL, HAVE SEIZED
BOTH KIRKUK AND MOSUL, BUT HAVE GRADUALLY BEGUN TO WITHDRAW AS US
FORCES ARRIVE IN THE REGION.
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1.A.3. (S///REL) THROUGHOUT THE AO, SHORT-TERM REPRISALS AGAINST REGIME ASSOCIATED LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE HAPPENING AND WILL CONTINUE. ETHNIC OR RELIGIOUS VIOLENCE WILL REALLY BE POLITICAL IN NATURE AND WILL DISSIPATE AS FACTIONS ACHIEVE A DEGREE OF VENGEANCE AGAINST THE BA'ATH REGIME. CIVIL UNREST WILL BE FOCUSED ON ACTIVITIES SUCH AS LOOTING IN ORDER TO FULFILL BASIC NEEDS AND WILL DISSIPATE AS BASIC NEEDS AND SERVICES ARE RESTORED. REGIME RELATED OFFICIALS ARE SEEKING TO EXIT THE COUNTRY VIA THE 14b BORDER, ESPECIALLY FROM THE GENERAL AREAS OF TIKRIT, BAGHDAD AND MOSUL (SEE ANNEX B, APPENDIX 1A FOR GRAPHIC AND ANALYSIS). FORMER REGIME SECURITY FORCES (IZ SSO, INTELLIGENCE SERVICE, ETC) WILL BECOME INVOLVED IN ILLICIT ACTIVITY AND MAY ATTEMPT TO SMUGGLE WEAPONS AND/OR WMD.

14b

1.4b TURKEY WILL BE POISED TO TAKE MILITARY ACTION IN THE EVENT KURDISH POLITICAL AUTHORITIES OR PESHMERGA FORCES RETAIN A SIGNIFICANT KURDISH PRESENCE IN KIRKUK, THE OIL FIELDS, OR MOSUL. THE THREAT OF THIS IS MINIMIZED AS US FORCES ESTABLISH A PRESENCE IN THE AO AND KURDS WITHDRAW FROM THE CITIES. THEY WILL ALSO CLOSELY MONITOR THE KURDISH TREATMENT OF THE TURKOMAN POPULATIONS OF IRBIIL AND KIRKUK AND WILL TAKE ACTION IF THEY ARE ENDANGERED. TURKEY WILL ALSO USE THE TURKOMANS AND THE IRAQI TURKOMAN FRONT (ITF) IN MOSUL, IRBIIL, AND KIRKUK AS A COUNTERBALANCE TO KURDISH INFLUENCE, AND IS REPORTEDLY PROVIDING THE ITF SMALL ARMS. WITHIN THE FORMER KURDISH AUTONOMOUS ZONE (KAZ) (PART OF THE VC AO LATER IN PHASE II Any REMAINING ANSAR AL ISLAM (AI) AND BAGH CORPS ELEMENTS POSE A THREAT TO US FORCES AND STABILITY IN THE AREA. SEE THE INITIAL MISSION ANALYSIS FOR ECLIPSE II POSTED TO THE V CORPS PLANS HOME PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE THREAT AND AO, AS WELL AS APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX B.
1.A.4. (S//REL) KEY FLASH POINTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE V CORPS AO ARE LISTED BELOW. SEE THE FOLLOWING LINK FOR SPECIFIC INFORMATION AND PRODUCTS RELATED TO THESE CITIES.

1.A.4.A. (S//REL) DAHUK. POPULATION 807K. A KURDISH MAJORITY WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF THOSE BEING REFUGEES FROM TURKEY. WITH TURKISH FORCES OPERATING IN NORTHERN IRAQ THERE IS POTENTIAL FOR CONFLICT BETWEEN THESE REFUGEES AND TURKISH FORCES. TIER 2 CITY.


DESTROYED) AND ARABIZATION (CAMPAIGN TO RESETTE ARABS IN KURD AREAS IN ATTEMPT TO REshape DEMOGRAPHICS INTO A MORE PRO-REGIME POPULOUS) HAS CREATED A POTENTIAL POWDER KEg FOR KURD/ARAB VIOLENCE AS KURDS ATTEMPT TO STAKE OUT THEIR CLAIMS ON LOST TERRITORY AND OIL FIELDS IN THE SURROUNDING AREA. CONDITIONS ARE CURRENTLY STABLE BUT PROBLEMS CAN DEVELOP QUICKLY. SOME REFUGEE FLOW (SEVERAL THOUSAND) AND RECLAIMING OF HOMES HAS ALREADY STARTED IN THE GENERAL AREA. THE KDP’S GOAL OF AN AUTONOMOUS KURDISH STATE INCLUDES KIRKUK AS THE CAPITAL. THE KURDS SEE THIS CITY AND SURROUNDING OIL INFRASTRUCTURE AS THEIR ECONOMIC FUTURE. A STATED TURKISH GOAL IS TO DENY THE KURDS CONTROL OF KIRKUK, AND UNDER THE AUSPICES OF PROTECTING THE TURKOMAN MINORITY, THE TURKS MAY CONDUCT CONVENTIONAL OR SPECIAL OPERATIONS TO PREVENT FURTHER KURDISH AUTONOMY.


1.A.4.G. (S//REL) SAMARRA. POPULATION 201K. SHIA HOLY CITY IN WHICH IS LOCATED THE SAMARRA MOSQUE. THE POPULATION IS A MIX OF SUNNI AND SHIA. DUE TO PAST RELIGIOUS OPPRESSION AND RESTRICTIONS ENFORCED BY THE REGIME THE SHIA MAJORITY IS SUPPORTIVE OF REGIME REMOVAL, MEMBERS OF THE MAJORITY MAY TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SETTLE SOME OLD SCORES ONCE THE REGIME IS PERCEIVED TO HAVE FALLEN.
1.A.5. (S//REL) BAGHDAD ASSESSMENT. THE SUNNI POPULATION, FORMERLY THE BACKBONE OF THE REGIME, WILL SEEK TO PRESERVE AS MUCH POWER AND PRESTIGE AS POSSIBLE IN THE FACE OF PERCEIVED POST-WAR CHANGES ELEVATING THE ROLE OF SHIA AND KURDS. POSSIBLE NON-COMPLIANT SRG/SSO/RDS FORCES, BA’ATH PARTY ELEMENTS, AND FOREIGN MERCENARY FIGHTERS EXIST THROUGHOUT THE CITY. REMAINING MEMBERS OF THE FORMER REGIME WILL ATTEMPT TO DESTRUCTION GOVERNMENT FACILITIES AND DOCUMENTS TO HIDE EVIDENCE OF WAR CRIMES. SOME SHORT TERM FRACTIONAL INFIGHTING BETWEEN SUNNI AND SHIA PERSONNEL WITHIN THE CITY AND REPRISALS AGAINST REGIME SECURITY PERSONNEL IS STILL POSSIBLE. LOOTING, GANG, AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITY WILL CONTINUE NEAR TERM. SOME SSO/RDS/SRG FORCES SEEK TO GO UNDERGROUND AND ORGANIZE TERRORIST CELLS. OTHERS WILL ATTEMPT TO LEAVE THE CITY TO SYRIA POSING AS DISPLACED CIVILIANS. OTHER GROUPS, SUCH AS KURDISTAN, [1.4.b, 1.4.d] SHIA, AND ISLAMIC ORGANIZATIONS THAT WERE PREVIOUSLY EXCLUDED FROM THE CITY, ARE STARTING TO MOVE IN AND ESTABLISH HEADQUARTERS THROUGHOUT THE ZONES. WE EXPECT TO SEE ADDITIONAL ORGANIZATIONS MOVE TO ESTABLISH A PRESENCE WITHIN BAGHDAD IN ORDER TO REPRESENT THE VARIOUS INTERESTS WITHIN THE NEW IRAQI GOVERNMENT. SOME OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS, SUCH AS SCI, MAY BEGIN TO INSTIGATE DEMONSTRATIONS AND LOW-LEVEL VIOLENCE TO SUPPORT ITS GOALS.

1.A.6. (S//REL) NORTH OF BAGHDAD TO THE GREEN LINE. SMALL, NON-COMPLIANT ELEMENTS OF 3RD SRG BDE AND RDS MAY STILL REMAIN IN THE VICINITY OF TIKRIT AND BAYJI, SIMPLY DUE TO ITS ROLE AS THE SYMBOLIC CENTER OF THE REGIME. THESE RESIDUAL FORCES, COUPLED WITH THE TIKRITI AND DURRITI TRIBES WHO STRONGLY SUPPORTED THE HUSSEIN REGIME, WILL CONTINUE TO POSE A LOW LEVEL THREAT TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SECURE
GROUND LOC ALONG HIGHWAY 1 NORTH TO KIRKUK DURING THE CORPS’ TRANSITION TO THE NEW AO. THE AREA TRADITIONALLY ASSOCIATED WITH THESE TWO TRIBES (A TRIANGULAR AREA FORMED BY SAMARRA, TIKRIT, AND TUZ KHURMATU) WILL GENERALLY BE HOSTILE TO U.S. PRESENCE SINCE THE MEMBERS HAVE LOST THEIR POSITION OF STATUS WITH THE REMOVAL OF THE REGIME. BECAUSE THE POPULATION WILL GENERALLY BE ANTI-US, REMAINING PARAMILITARY/MILITIA OR TERRORIST ELEMENTS WILL FIND SAFE HAVEN IN THIS REGION AND WILL POSE A CONSISTENT LOW-LEVEL THREAT. HIGHWAY 2/3 FROM BAGHDAD TO KIRKUK MAY PROVIDE A MORE SECURE GLOC AS IT IS GENERALLY OUT OF THE TIKRITI/DURRI TRIBAL AREA, AND IZ FORCES VIC THE LOC (ELEMENTS OF 15 AND 38 ID) WILL MOST LIKELY BE COMPLIANT/CAPITULATED AS VC INITIATES OPERATIONS IN THE AO.

1.A.6.A. (S//REL) ALONG THE FORMER GREEN LINE, THE MAJORITY OF RA FORCES HAVE ABANDONED THEIR EQUIPMENT AND FLED. THE GREATEST THREAT TO V CORPS OPERATIONS IS THE LARGE AMOUNT OF MILITARY WEAPONRY AND AMMUNITION THAT IS SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE AO. NON-COMPLIANT FORCES AND OTHER BAD ACTORS WILL HAVE EASY ACCESS TO THIS EQUIPMENT IN THE NEAR TERM UNTIL IT CAN BE RECOVERED. KURDISH PESHMERGA ARE ALSO SEIZING TANKS AND ARTILLERY. REPORTS INDICATE THAT BA’ATH PARTY MILITIA AND RDS/PARAMILITARY FORCES IN BOTH KIRKUK AND MOSUL HAD ORGANIZED FORCES AND CACHED SUPPLIES IN ORDER TO DEFEND THE URBAN AREAS. WHILE THESE CITIES ARE UNDER US CONTROL, IT IS LIKELY THAT SMALL ELEMENTS REMAIN EMBEDDED IN THE URBAN TERRAIN. WHILE THEIR NUMBERS ARE MOST LIKELY SMALL, THEY WILL BE WELL EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS ABANDONED BY THE CAPITULATED RA FORCES. THIS WILL INCLUDE DEMOLITIONS/MINES, HAND HELD ANTI TANK, AND AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS AS WELL AS MORTARS AND POSSIBLY SOME CACHED ARTILLERY PIECES.


SECRET//REL//X1
BOTH SIDES TO THE BEST OF THEIR ADVANTAGE, KNOWING THE TURKS WILL UTMOST PROTECT THEIR INTERESTS. WHILE MANY OF THE UPPER LEVEL CIVIC AND SECURITY LEADERS WILL DEPART, WE EXPECT THE MAJORITY OF "MID-LEVEL" BUREAUCRATS AND INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNICIANS TO REMAIN IN PLACE. THE CHALLENGE TO U.S. FORCES WILL BE SORTING OUT THE COMPETING PERSONALITIES THAT CLAIM TO BE LEGITIMATE REPRESENTATIVES OF RELIGIOUS, ETHNIC, OR TRIBAL GROUPS, OF WHICH TRIBES WILL BE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT. KEY TO ALL THIS WILL BE THE STATUS OF KURDS IN A POST REGIME GOVERNMENT, AFTER 10+ YEARS OF AUTONOMY AND CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVING CONDITIONS.

1.A.7. (S//REL) KURDISH FORCES AND INTENTIONS. THE KURDISTAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY (KDP) AND THE PATRIOTIC UNION OF KURDISTAN (PUK) WILL BE TEMPTED TO MAINTAIN A STRONG PRESENCE IN AND AROUND THE KEY CITIES AND OIL INFRASTRUCTURE NOW THAT THE GREEN LINE HAS FALLEN, BUT WILL MOST LIKELY OBEY US MILITARY AND KURDISH POLITICAL DIRECTIVES TO SHOW RESTRAINT AND WITHDRAW. THE ONLY CIRCUMSTANCES THAT WOULD CAUSE THEM TO MOVE BACK INTO THE CITIES OR SURROUNDING AREA WOULD BE VIOLENCE DIRECTED AGAINST THE KURDISH POPULATION. A COALITION PRESENCE MITIGATES THIS POSSIBILITY. THEIR POST HOSTILITIES GOALS ARE TO ENSURE KURDISH AUTONOMY (AT A MINIMUM), PROTECT KURDISH POPULATIONS AND POSSIBLY SECURE TERRITORY OR FACILITIES THAT MAKE AN INDEPENDENT KURDISH STATE VIABLE. BOTH PARTIES HAVE RECENTLY ENTERED INTO AGREEMENTS TO UNIFY THEIR POLITICAL AND MILITARY STRUCTURES AND APPEAR UNITED AGAINST TWO ENEMIES, THE FORMER IRAQI REGIME AND THE TURKS, BOTH OF WHICH HAVE HISTORICALLY OPPRESSED KURDS. PESHMERGA FIGHTERS ARE LIGHTLY EQUIPPED, BUT VERY PROFICIENT IN SMALL UNIT TACTICS AND FIGHTING IN MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN. THEY ARE CURRENTLY IN CONFLICT WITH THE FUNDAMENTALIST TERRORIST FACTION ANSAR AL ISLAM (AI) IN THE EASTERN AREA OF THE KAZ (PUK PESHMERGA) AND ARE CLAIMING READINESS TO DEFEND AGAINST ANY MAJOR TURKISH INVASION (BEYOND THE NORMAL AREA TURKS BATTLE THE KURDISTAN FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY CONGRESS (KADEK), THE FORMER PKK). IT IS UNCLEAR WHAT THE KDP/PUK POSITION WILL BE REGARDING INTEGRATING OR DISARMING THE PESHMERGA FIGHTERS AS A NEW IRAQI MILITARY IS FORMED. MOST LIKELY THEY WILL SEEK TO RETAIN THE PESHMERGA IN SOME ROLE (BORDER GUARDS, RESERVE FORCE) AT LEAST UNTIL THEY ARE SATISFIED THAT KURDS WILL HAVE A SATISFACTORY ROLE IN THE NEW GOVERNMENT. ALSO EXPECT A DEGREE OF KDP AND PUK INFIGHTING, NOW THAT THE IRAQI REGIME HAS FALLEN. THIS INTERNAL COMPETITION HAS RESULTED IN KURDISH CIVIL WAR IN THE PAST. WHILE THIS IS NOT LIKELY, EXPECT PUK AND KDP COMPETITION FOR PROMINANCE TO ESCALATE, WITH RESULTING TENSIONS DEVELOPING. FOR AN ASSESSMENT OF THE POLITICAL AND MILITARY ACTIONS IN THE SEIZURE OF KIRKUK ON 10 APRIL, SEE THE INITIAL JAC ASSESSMENT, IRAQ/KURDS THE FALL OF KIRKUK: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS.

1.A.7.A. (S//REL) KURDISH CLAIMS HAVE CONSISTENTLY RECOGNIZED THE AREA AROUND KIRKUK (AND SOMETIMES MOSUL) AS THEIR TERRITORY. THEY SOMETIMES REFER TO KIRKUK AS THE KURDISH JERUSALEM, THOUGH THEIR CLAIMS TO KIRKUK ARE REALLY MORE ABOUT THE OIL FIELDS THAN HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE. TURKS ALSO CONSIDER KIRKUK (TO INCLUDE MOSUL) WITHIN THEIR SPHERE OF INFLUENCE, AND CALL THE POST WWI LOSS OF THE AREA (OTTOMAN EMPIRE DIVISION BY ALLIES) "THE GREAT INJUSTICE". OVER THE PAST DECADE THE KURDS IN THE KAZ HAVE DEVELOPED A WORKING POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND MILITARY STRUCTURE. WHAT THEY LACK IN ORDER TO BECOME A VIABLE INDEPENDENT STATE IS AN ECONOMIC BASIS – THE KIRKUK OIL FIELDS COULD
PROVIDE THAT. THIS HAS CAUSED TENSIONS TO ESCALATE BETWEEN KURDS AND TURKS, WHO OPPOSE ANY INDEPENDENT KURDISH STATE IN A POST WAR IRAQ. ANTI-TURK SENTIMENT IN THE KAZ IS RUNNING HIGH, WITH RECENT DEMONSTRATIONS IN IRBIL ESTIMATED AT 100,000. MANY OF THESE TENSIONS WILL DISSIPATE AT THE COALITION ESTABLISHES A CLEAR PRESENCE IN THE AO.

1.A.7.B. (S//REL) SURROUNDING KIRKUK AND EXTENDING NNW TOWARD MOSUL IS THE SECOND MOST PRODUCTIVE OIL FIELD IN IRAQ. REPORTS INDICATE THE OIL FIELDS AND SUPPORTING KEY NODES (PUMPING STATIONS, GAS OIL SEPARATION PLANTS - 11 TOTAL IN THE KIRKUK AREA, 15 TOTAL IN THE AO) WERE PREPARED FOR DEMOLITION. WHILE THE FIELDS ARE SECURE, THE DEMOLITION AND MINING REMAINS A HAZARD IN THE AREA UNTIL CLEARED. FURTHER INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS ON THE NORTHERN OIL FIELDS AND KEY ASSOCIATED NODES IS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE CFLCC TERM FUSION CELL, AND APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX B.

1.A.7.C. (S//REL) NOW THAT THE REGIME HAS FALLEN, PROPERTY DISPUTES AND FRACTIONAL VIOLENCE WILL OCCUR AS KURDS AND TURKOMANS TRY TO RECLAIM FROM ARAB RESIDENTS, HOMES LOST DURING BAGHDAD’S DECADES-OLD “ARABIZATION” CAMPAIGN (100,000 DISPLACED FROM KIRKUK ALONE). LARGE NUMBERS OF ARABS (CURRENT RESIDENTS) MAY BE DISPLACED IN THE ENSUING VIOLENCE, ESPECIALLY IN THE REGION STRETCHING FROM MOSUL, SOUTHEAST THROUGH KIRKUK, TO KHANAOQIN ON THE IRANIAN BORDER. MOST OF THE RECORDS THAT WOULD PROVE/DISPROVE THESE KURDISH PROPERTY CLAIMS HAVE BEEN DESTROYED, FURTHER FRUSTRATING THE DISPLACED KURDS AND TURKOMANS. THIS WILL BE ONE OF THE FIRST CHALLENGES A NEW GOVERNMENT WILL HAVE TO HANDLE, AND THE RETURN OF THESE DISPLACED PERSONS MAY COINCIDE WITH OUR ARRIVAL IN THE AO, OR SOON THEREAFTER. TO THE NORTH, THE TURKS ARE POISED WITH SEVERAL BDES AND SOF NEAR THE BORDER TO PREVENT ANY FORM OF IRAQI KURDISH INDEPENDENCE; WARY OF THE EFFECTS IT WOULD HAVE ON THEIR OWN PREDOMINANTLY KURDISH POPULATION IN EASTERN TURKEY. SEE THE FOLLOWING FOR OVERALL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE KURDISH SITUATION IN THE NORTH.

1.A.8. (S//REL) TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS. ANSAR AL-ISLAM (AI) IS THE MAJOR ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALIST TERRORIST ORGANIZATION IN THE REGION, ANTI-US, WITH MANY SIMILAR ATTRIBUTES/BELIEFS AS THE AFGAN TALIBAN. COALITION AIR STRIKES AND SUBSEQUENT GROUND OPERATIONS HAVE SEVERELY DEGRADED THE CAPABILITY OF AI, BUT HAS NOT ERADICATED THE ORGANIZATION AS A WHOLE. THE AI HAVE BEEN IN CONSTANT CONFLICT WITH THE PUK PESHERGA. WE CAN EXPECT THIS GROUP, ALONG WITH OTHER SMALLER FUNDAMENTALIST TERRORIST GROUPS IN THE REGION, TO CONDUCT ASYMMETRIC ATTACKS ON US/COALITION FORCES AND KURDS ALONG LOCS AND IN UNPROTECTED AREAS. THERE IS ALSO A KNOWN AL QAIDA ENCLAVE OF APPROXIMATELY 250 MEMBERS IN STRENGTH PROVIDING TRAINING, FINANCIAL AID, AND SUPPORT TO THE AI ORGANIZATION. THE TERRAIN IN THIS AREA IS VERY RESTRICTIVE. IT HAS PROVIDED SAFE HAVEN FOR SMALL GROUPS, BORDER CROSSERS AND SMUGGLERS FOR CENTURIES. AI WILL MOST LIKELY MOVE BACK AND FORTH ACROSS THE RUGGED IZ/IR BORDER TO EVADE US TARGETING. BECAUSE OF THIS, IT IS LIKELY THE REMAINING ELEMENTS OF AI WILL REMAIN ACTIVE IN THE MOUNTAINOUS BORDER AREA. IT IS ALSO LIKELY THAT FORMER REGIME SECURITY FORCES (SSO/IIS/DMI) WILL ESTABLISH LINKS WITH AI TO SUPPLY ARMS AND EXPERTISE, WHICH WILL INCREASE THEIR SIZE AND LETHALITY. THIS AI ENCLAVE WOULD MOST LIKELY TARGET ANY US FORCES VIC AS SULAYMANIYAH. IRAN HAS ALSO DETAINED SEVERAL KEY AI LEADERS, BUT GENERALLY STILL
ALLOWS REMAINING ELEMENTS SANCTUARY IN THE BORDER AREA. SEE IRAQ/KURDS HALABJA REGION POWER DYNAMICS AFTER AL'S DEFEAT (U). ALSO SEE APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX A.

1.A.8.A. (S//REL) THE TERRORIST ORGANIZATION KADEK (FORMERLY PKK) USES THE MOUNTAINOUS BORDER ZONE IN NORTHERN IRAQ AS A HAVEN FROM THE TURKISH MILITARY AND A BASE OF OPERATIONS. APPROXIMATELY 2,000-4,000 KADEK FIGHTERS ARE CURRENTLY IN THE BORDER AREA, DOWN SIGNIFICANTLY FROM PREVIOUS YEARS. SINCE 1998, KADEK HAS OCCUPIED SMALL CAMPS IN THE EXTREMELY RUGGED QANDIL MOUNTAINS OF NORTHEASTERN IRAQ ALONG THE IRANIAN BORDER, WITHIN PKK-CONTROLLED TERRITORY. KADEK'S MILITARY HEADQUARTERS IS ALSO IN THIS AREA. WHILE THE GROUP HAS SMALL UNITS OPERATING IN THE SIRSENK VALLEY (KDP AREA ALONG THE TURKISH BORDER), THEY HAVE NO PERMANENT CAMPS THERE DUE TO TURKISH MILITARY OPERATIONS. KADEK IS RECOGNIZED BY THE US AS A TERRORIST ORGANIZATION, BUT IT HAS NOT TARGETED US FORCES IN THE PAST, AND IS UNLIKELY TO DO SO DURING POST HOSTILITIES UNLESS DIRECTLY CONFRONTED. THEY WILL MOST LIKELY REMAIN IN THE RUGGED MOUNTAINS, DISPERSSED IN SMALL GROUPS AND AVOIDING CONTACT.

1.A.8.B. (S//REL) BETWEEN KIRKUK AND MOSUL IS THE SMALL TOWN OF MAKHMUR, WHERE THE IRAQI REGIME ESTABLISHED A REFUGEE CAMP FOR TURKISH KURDS (14a). APPROXIMATELY 10,000 TURKISH KURDS LIVE IN THIS CAMP, ASSUMED DISPLACED BY FIGHTING IN EASTERN TURKEY. THE IRAQIS DEVELOPED THE CAMP INTO A TRAINING FACILITY AND BASE FOR KADEK FIGHTERS. IRAQ PLACED ADA ASSETS AROUND THE CAMP TO PROTECT IT FROM THE TURKISH AIR FORCE - THESE POSITIONS ARE NOW ABANDONED. CURRENT ESTIMATES PLACE 250 FIGHTERS WITHIN THE CAMP. WHILE IT IS UNLIKELY THAT IZ FORCES WILL BE PRESENT, A LARGE NUMBER OF THE REFUGEES AND PERHAPS THE FIGHTERS WILL BE THERE. V CORPS FORCES WILL BE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THIS CAMP DURING POST HOSTILITIES, STARTING IN PHASE I. TURKEY WILL INSIST THAT COALITION FORCES DISBAND THE CAMP AND DETAIN THE FIGHTERS. TURKEY WILL ALSO WANT A FREE HAND IN MILITARY OPERATIONS AGAINST KADEK POSITIONS IN NORTHERN IRAQ, IF KADEK REMAINS ACTIVE.

1.A.8.C. (S//REL) IT IS LIKELY THAT AL QAIDA ELEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED FOREIGN FIGHTERS FROM EXTERNAL COUNTRIES WILL EXPLOIT THE UNSTABLE ENVIRONMENT IN NORTHERN IRAQ DURING AND AFTER HOSTILITIES. WITHIN OUR AO, REPORTS HAVE INDICATED

REMNANTS OF REGIME SECURITY AND PARAMILITARY ORGANIZATIONS WILL SEEK OUT THESE ORGANIZATIONS IN A POST HOSTILITIES ENVIRONMENT IN ORDER TO PROVIDE SANCTUARY, WEAPONS OR ACTIVELY RESIST THE COALITION PRESENCE. MOSUL, TIKRIT AND KIRKUK ARE ALL LIKELY OPERATING AREAS DUE TO THE CIVIL UNREST, INSTABILITY, PRESENCE OF US FORCES AND SUPPORTING LOCS.
1.4b, 1.4d

1. A. 8. E. (S//REL) 1.4b, 1.4d

1.4b, 1.4d

POST HOSTILITIES (ASSESSMENT TEAMS, PRESENCE PATROLS, LOCAL CONTRACTING), A STRONG SAEDA PROGRAM WILL BE NECESSARY.

1. A. 9. (S//REL) EXTERNAL THREATS AND INFLUENCES.
1.A.11. (S//REL) TURKEY. TURKEY IS INTERESTED IN SEEING A STRONG CENTRALIZED NEW GOVERNMENT IN IRAQ AND THE RESUMPTION OF NORMAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AFTER THE LOSS OF BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN TRADE SINCE THE END OF THE GULF WAR. TURKEY IS EquALLY CONCERNED ABOUT KURDISH DESIRES FOR INDEPENDENCE, GIVEN THEIR OWN PROBLEMS WITH THE KADEK AND LARGE KURDISH POPULATION. TURKISH FORCES ARE PRESENT IN NORTHERN IRAQ OPERATING AGAINST THE KADEK, AND HAVE MILITARY PLANS TO COUNTER IRAQI KURDISH EXPANSION. ADDITIONALLY, UP TO TWO COMBAT BRIGADES HAVE BEEN REPOSITIONED VICINITY THE IRAQ / TURKISH BORDER. TRIGGERS FOR TURKISH ACTION WOULD BE KURDISH OCCUPATION OF KIRKUK OR MOSUL, AS WELL AS REPORTS OF REPRESSION OF THE TURKOMAN POPULATION. RHETORIC AGAINST TURKS AND FEARS OF INVASION ARE RUNNING HIGH IN THE KAZ, BUT ARE BEGINNING TO ABATE AS COALITION FORCES ARRIVE AND THE LIKELIHOOD OF A TURKISH INVASION LESSENS. AN INVASION BY THE TURKS WOULD INITIALLY BE SUCCESSFUL, BUT THE PESHMERGA WOULD FALL BACK TO THE MOUNTAINS AND WAGE A PROTRACTED GUERRILLA WAR.

14b. 14d. TURKISH OPERATIONS AGAINST THE KURDS (MOST LIKELY KADEK) POSES AN INDIRECT THREAT TO US FORCES THAT MIGHT BE IN THE GENERAL AREA (MOST LIKELY ALONG THE TURKISH BORDER WITH THE THREE NORTHERN PROVINCES).

1.A.12. (S//REL) ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION (ECOA). THESE COAS DO NOT ADDRESS THE POSSIBILITY OF TURKISH INTERVENTION, WHICH REMAINS REMOTE, BUT WOULD NONETHELESS RESULT IN A DIFFERENT VC COURSE OF ACTION.

1.A.12.A. (S//REL) MOST LIKELY ENEMY COURSE OF ACTION. SHORT TERM INTERNAL FACTIONAL TERRITORIAL CLAIMS AND SCORSE SETTLING AGAINST FORMER REGIME PERSONNEL LEAD TO LOCAL RIOTING AND VIOLENCE IN SEVERAL MAJOR URBAN CENTERS. TERRORIST/REMAINING RDS ELEMENTS ARE PRESENT IN THE AREA TARGETING US/COALITION FORCES. REGIONAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICES ARE ACTIVE IN ORDER TO INFLUENCE THE STABILITY AND NATURE OF THE NEW
GOVERNMENT. SMALL GROUPS OF ARMED DESERTERS ARE INVOLVED IN CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THROUGHOUT THE AREA. POCKETS OF Pro - REGIME RESISTANCE AND PARAMILITARY REMAIN IN ISOLATED AREAS. THE VAST MAJORITY OF RA FORCES ARE CAPTURED. BAGHDAD; COMPETITION FOR LEADERSHIP IN POST REGIME GOVERNMENT AND CONTROL OF CITY BETWEEN SHA AND SUNNIS WILL LEAD TO SHORT TERM FRACTIONAL VIOLENCE. FORMER REGIME SECURITY APPARATUS ATTEMPTS TO LEAVE THE CITY FOR SOME SSO/SSG AND RDS REMAIN AND FORM SMALL RESISTANCE CELLS. HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE CONCERNS REMAIN THE MOST PRESSING PROBLEM FOR U.S. FORCES. TIKRIT: SMALL POCKETS OF NON-COMPLIANT RDS/MILITIA SEEK TO TARGET/INTERDICT LOC AT TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY. TIKRITI AND DURRI TRIBESMAN ARE HOSTILE TO US PRESENCE, AND MANY RESIST THE AUTHORITY OF THE NEW IRAQI GOVERNMENT. THIS RESISTANCE WILL MANIFEST ITSELF IN PROTESTS, STRIKES, DEMONSTRATIONS, GENERAL LAWLESSNESS, AND PERHAPS SOME DIRECT ACTION INTERDICATION, SUCH AS MINING THE ROAD OR SMALL UNIT AMBUSHES. NORTH: MOST RDS AND PARAMILITARY LEAVE THE AREA, BUT SMALL CELLS REMAIN IN THE CITY, UTILIZING ABANDONED RA WEAPONS/EXPLOSIVES AND TARGETING COALITION FORCES. KURDISH PARTIES ADOPT A WAIT AND SEE APPROACH WITH THE NEW GOVERNMENT AND KEEP THE PESHMERGA IN CHECK IVO CURRENT POSITIONS AS THE US PRESENCE IS ESTABLISHED. IN KIRKUK AND TO A LESSER DEGREE THE AREA NW TOWARD MOSUL, SEVERAL THOUSAND KURDS INTEND ON RECLAIMING THEIR HOMES AND REVERSING SADDAM'S ARABIZATION RESIDENTS BEGIN TO ARRIVE FROM THE KAZ, AD DIWANIYAH AND AS SAMAWAH, RESULTING IN CIVIL UNREST. WEST: IN THE AL ANBAR PROVINCE, TRIBAL CONFLICTS AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITY REMAIN THE PRIMARY THREATS TO ESTABLISHING A SAFE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT.

BANDITRY IS COMMON AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL A STRONG REGIONAL POLICE FORCE CAN BE ESTABLISHED. TRIBAL ISSUES MAY EVOLVE AS THE VARIOUS CONFEDERATIONS Jockey FOR POLITICAL PROMINENCE IN THE NEW GOVERNMENT. CITIES OF KEY CONCERN IN THE REGION ARE AL QA'IM AND AR RAMADI.

1.A.12.B. (S//REL) MOST DANGEROUS ENEMY COURSE OF ACTIONS. THE CONDITIONS ABOVE CONTINUE TO EXIST WITH THE FOLLOWING VARIANT.


1.B. (S//REL) FRIENDLY SITUATION. [CHANGE]
1.B.1. (S//REL) HIGHER MISSION.

1.B.1.A. (S//REL) O/O, CFLCC CONDUCTS STABILITY OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT IRAQ IOT CREATE A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR TRANSITION TO CJTF-IRAQ AND O/O REDELOYS DESIGNATED FORCES.

1.B.2. (S//REL) COMCFLCC INTENT.

1.B.2.A. (S//REL) PURPOSE. TO CREATE A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR TRANSITION TO FOLLOW-ON-FORCES AND THE FULL ENGAGEMENT OF CIVIL AGENCIES TO ACCELERATE/ENABLE RECOVERY.

1.B.2.B. (S//REL) KEY TASKS. LEAD LIES WITH CFLCC.

1.B.2.B.1. (S//REL) BUILD IRAQI, REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT THROUGH POSITIVELY INFLUENCING THE IRAQI POPULACE, COALITION, REGIONAL AND WORLD PERCEPTION.

1.B.2.B.2. (S//REL) ESTABLISH A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN IRAQ TO PERMIT CFLCC TRANSITION TO CJTF-IRAQ.

1.B.2.B.3. (S//REL) MAINTAIN CIVIL ORDER BY EXERCISING CONTROL THROUGH PUBLISHED PROCLAMATIONS AND THE EXISTING LEGAL SYSTEM WHERE POSSIBLE.

1.B.2.B.4. (S//REL) BEGIN INFRASTRUCTURE RECOVERY BY ENABLING RESTORATION OF CRITICAL CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE.

1.B.2.B.5. (S//REL) MITIGATE HUMAN SUFFERING BY ENABLING CIVILIAN ENGAGEMENT IN EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (HA).

1.B.2.B.6. (S//REL) PROVIDE GOVERNANCE AND CIVIL ADMINISTRATION THROUGH THE EXERCISE OF MILITARY AUTHORITY.

1.B.2.B.7. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO LOCATE AND SECURE WMD AND INITIATE DISPOSAL PROCESS.

1.B.2.B.8. (S//REL) REINTEGRATION OF DESIGNATED IRAQI MILITARY UNITS.

1.B.2.B.9. (S//REL) CAPTURE OF DESIGNATED HVTS.

1.B.2.C. (S//REL) ENDSTATE. CFLCC HAS ESTABLISHED A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH CFLCC HAS CONDUCTED BATTLE HANDOVER TO CJTF-IRAQ, RECOVERED FORCES AND COMPLETED REDEPLOYMENT.
1.C. (S//REL) ATTACHMENTS AND DETACHMENTS. [CHANGE] SEE PARA 3

1.C.1. (S//REL) ORHA: ON ORDER V CORPS ASSUMES TACON OF ORHA REGIONAL COORDINATING GROUP CENTER (ONCE ESTABLISHED IN BAGHDAD) AND NORTH (ONCE THE V CORPS AO IS EXPANDED TO INCLUDE THAT BATTLE SPACE CURRENTLY PART OF JSOA-N). CORPS WILL ESTABLISH LIAISON WITH EACH ORHA RCG AT THEIR HEADQUARTERS AND IS PREPARED TO RECEIVE ORHA LIAISONS TO CORPS HEADQUARTERS IN RETURN. A KEY TO OUR SUCCESS IN STABILITY OPERATIONS IS OUR ABILITY TO INTEGRATE ORHA ACTIVITIES INTO OUR CORPS’ SCHEME.

2. (S//REL) V CORPS MISSION. V (US) CORPS TRANSITIONS TO A NEW AREA OF OPERATIONS IN NORTHERN IRAQ AND CONDUCTS COMBAT OPERATIONS TO DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES AND SECURE KEY TERRAIN IOT DETER AGGRESSION AND ESTABLISH A STABLE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT. O/O CONDUCTS STABILITY OPERATIONS WITHIN THE CORPS AO IOT ALLOW A TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS TO DESIGNATED MILITARY OR CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES. O/O REDEPLYS.

3. (S//REL) EXECUTION. [CHANGE]

3.A. (S//REL) COMMANDS INTENT. [CHANGE]

3.A.1. (S//REL) PHASE I. ESTABLISH THE AREA OF OPERATIONS.

3.A.2. (S//REL) PURPOSE. CONDUCT DELIBERATE RELIEF IN PLACE IOT ASSUME AN AO IN NORTHERN AND WESTERN IRAQ WITHIN WHICH TO CONTINUE COMBAT OPERATIONS.

3.A.3. (S//REL) KEY TASKS.

3.A.3.B. (S//REL) CONDUCT “RIGHT SEAT RIDES” WITH IMEF TO ENSURE A THOROUGH AND SEAMLESS TRANSITION.

3.A.3.C. (S//REL) CONDUCT DETAILED HANDOVER OF CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT AND WEAPONS CACHES.

3.A.3.E. (S//REL) ENSURE TRANSITION OF ON-GOING CIVIL AFFAIRS AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE OPERATIONS.

3.A.3.F. (S//REL) DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES IN THE CORPS AO IOT FACILITATE A STABLE ENVIRONMENT.


3.A.3.H. (S//REL) ESTABLISH A COALITION PRESENCE IN KEY POPULATION CENTERS IN ZONE IOT DETER AGGRESSION.

3.A.3.I. (S//REL) ESTABLISH LOGISTICS OPERATING AREAS IN THE NEW AO IOT ALLOW SUSTAINMENT FOR CORPS FORCES.

3.A.3.J. (S//REL) DISPLACE CORPS C2 IOT ALLOW THE CORPS TO CONTROL OPERATIONS IN NORTHERN AND WESTERN IRAQ.

3.A.3.K. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO COORDINATE THE ONWARD MOVEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF FOLLOW ON FORCES.

3.A.3.L. (S//REL) BPT SECURE A GLOC TO IOT ALLOW HA AND DETER WMD EXPORT.

3.A.3.M. (S//REL)

3.A.3.N. (S//REL) PREVENT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTERS OF DISCONTENT WITHIN THE CORPS AO.

3.A.3.O. (S//REL) CONDUCT PRESENCE PATROLS AND OPERATIONS TO MAINTAIN CONTACT IN THOSE AREAS WHERE THE CORPS HAS NOT ESTABLISHED A PERMANENT PRESENCE.

3.A.4. (S//REL) ENDSTATE:

3.A.4.A. (S//REL) IMEF ESTABLISHED IN FORMER V CORPS ZONE.

3.A.4.B. (S//REL) CORPS SUSTAINMENT POSTURED IN THE AO IOT ALLOW OFFENSIVE AND STABILITY OPERATIONS.


3.A.4.D. (S//REL) NON-COMPLIANT FORCES ARE NEUTRALIZED OR DESTROYED.

3.A.4.E. (S//REL) KEY OIL INFRASTRUCTURE NODES VICINITY KIRKUK PROTECTED.

3.A.4.F. (S//REL) V CORPS PRESENCE ESTABLISHED IN KEY POPULATION CENTERS IN ZONE.
3.A.5. (S//REL) PHASE II. INITIATE REDEPLOYMENT AND PHASE III TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY AND STEADY STATE OPERATIONS.

3.A.6. (S//REL) PURPOSE. TO DETER AGGRESSION AND ESTABLISH A STABLE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT; ENABLING A TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS TO DESIGNATED MILITARY OR CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES.

3.A.7. (S//REL) KEY TASKS.

3.A.7.A. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO SECURE POSITIONS KEY POPULATION CENTERS IN ZONE.


3.A.7.C. (S//REL) DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES WHICH POSE A THREAT TO A STABLE ENVIRONMENT.

3.A.7.D. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO SECURE CORPS LOCs AND OPERATING BASES TO ALLOW FREEDOM OF MANEUVER FOR CORPS FORCES.

3.A.7.E. (S//REL) SECURE KEY FACILITIES WHICH SUPPORT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FUNCTIONING LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

3.A.7.F. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO PREVENT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTERS OF DISCONTENT WITHIN THE CORPS AO.

3.A.7.G. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO CONDUCT PRESENCE PATROLS AND OPERATIONS TO MAINTAIN CONTACT IN THOSE AREAS WHERE THE CORPS HAS NOT ESTABLISHED A PERMANENT PRESENCE.

3.A.7.H. (S//REL) 14a

3.A.7.I. (S//REL) CONDUCT EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE IOT DETER CIVIL DISORDER.

3.A.7.J. (S//REL) CLEAR LIFE-SUSTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE OF HAZARDS IOT ALLOW ACCESS BY NGO RECONSTRUCTION PERSONNEL/UNITS.

3.A.7.K. (S//REL) DISARM AND ACCOUNT FOR DESIGNATED REGIME FORCES IOT FACILITATE THE TRANSITION TO AN IRAQI DEFENSE FORCE.

3.A.7.L. (S//REL) ESTABLISH GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAMS IOT COORDINATE SUPPORT TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

3.A.7.M. (S//REL) EXERCISE MILITARY AUTHORITY TO THE DEGREE REQUIRED TO ALLOW CIVILIAN AUTHORITY TO FUNCTION.

3.A.7.N. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO COORDINATE THE ONWARD MOVEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF FOLLOW ON FORCES.

3.A.7.O. (S//REL) TRANSITION FUNCTIONS TO DESIGNATED MILITARY OR CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES.
3.A.7.P. (S//REL) ESTABLISH GLOC TO NORTHERN PORTION OF CORPS’ AO OUT OF TURKEY.

3.A.8. (S//REL) ENDSTATE.

3.A.8.A. (S//REL) NON-COMPLIANT FORCES DESTROYED.

3.A.8.B. (S//REL) EXTERNAL AGGRESSION DETERRED.

3.A.8.C. (S//REL) KEY FACILITIES AND FUNCTIONS THAT ALLOW THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURE.

3.A.8.D. (S//REL) NGO/PVO HAVE SECURE MOVEMENT AND ACCESS TO CIVILIAN POPULATION.

3.A.8.E. (S//REL) KEY FUNCTIONS TRANSITIONED TO DESIGNATED MILITARY OR CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES.

3.B. (S//REL) CONCEPT OF OPERATION. [CHANGE]


3.B.2. (S//REL) MANEUVER. PHASE I (ESTABLISH THE AO): THIS PHASE IS ONGOING AND IS ADDRESSED IN PREVIOUS CORPS FRAGOS. DECISIVE IN THIS PHASE IS THE CORPS ABILITY TO ESTABLISH A CORPS PRESENCE IN NORTHERN IRAQ AND TRANSITION TO OPERATIONS IN A NEW AO. UNITS ARE RE-TASK ORGANIZED FOR THESE OPERATIONS AND INITIAL ATTACKS TO SECURE TERRAIN IN THE NEW AO ARE COMPLETED. CORPS SUSTAINMENT AND C2 ARE POSTED TO SUPPORT OPERATIONS IN THE NEW AO. CORPS ESTABLISHES LIAISON ELEMENTS
WITH ORHA REGIONAL COORDINATING GROUPS NORTH AND CENTER IN ORDER TO ALLOW INTEGRATED STABILITY OPERATIONS IN THE NEW AO.

3.B.2.A. (S//REL) 3ID (CONSISTING OF, 1/3ID, 2/3ID, 3/3ID, 3/101AA (O/O 2/82AB), 2LCR [-], SQDN/3ACR) CONTINUES OPERATIONS TO DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES AND SECURE KEY TERRAIN W/IN ASSIGNED ZONES OF THE BAGHDAD AO IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN BAGHDAD. 3ID CONTINUES TO SECURE SENSITIVE SITES AS DIRECTED IOT PROTECT KEY INFRASTRUCTURE WITHIN BAGHDAD AND ALLOW EXPLOITATION BY [1.4a] UPON ATTACHMENT OF 2/82AB, 3ID RELEASES ATTACHMENT OF 3/101AA BACK TO 101AA.

3.B.2.B. (S//REL) 4ID (REINFORCED WITH 173D ABN BDE AND TF [1.4a] ARMOR) CONTINUES TO SECURE OBJ CHIEFS (AL SAHRA AIRBASE-TIKRIT) AND OBJ BROWNS (BALAD SE AIRFIELD) TO SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT OF A CORPS LOGISTICS BASE AND SECURES HWY 1 WITHIN ITS AO IOT SUPPORT MOVEMENT OF CORPS FORCES. 4ID ASSUMES ATTACHMENT OF 173D ABN BDE (CURRENTLY OCCUPYING POSITIONS VICINITY KIRKUK) AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR KEY OIL NODES VICINITY KIRKUK IOT ALLOW ACCESS AND REPAIR BY TF [1.4a] (CFLCC CONTRACTED OIL RECOVERY PERSONNEL). 0/O 4ID EXPANDS OPERATIONS INTO DIYALA GOVERNORATE AND DEFEATS REMAINING ENEMY FORCES IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE ENVIRONMENT. 4ID CONDUCTS ASSESSMENTS OF CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE IN TIKRIT, SAMARRA, KIRKUK AND BA’QUBAH, AND ESTABLISH GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAMS IN SAMARRA, KIRKUK, AND BA’QUBAH IOT SUPPORT PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT AND ALLOW THE EXECUTION OF MILITARY AUTHORITY.


3.B.2.D. (S//REL) 82D ABN DIVISION (-) DESTROYS ENEMY FORCES VIC. FALLUJAH AND AR RAMADI IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE ENVIRONMENT AND ALLOW SECURE MOVEMENT FOR 3ACR. 0/O CONDUCTS A RELIEF IN PLACE WITH 3ACR. 0/O 82D ABN DETACHES 2BCT/82 ABN TO 3ID FOR OPERATIONS IN BAGHDAD. 0/O DIV HEADQUARTERS REDEPLOYS.

3.B.2.E. (S//REL) 3ACR (-) (2 GROUND SQDN, RAS) CONDUCTS A RIP WITH 82AB VIC AR RAMADI IOT ASSUME THE REGIMENTAL AO AND FACILITATE A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IN AL ANBAR GOVERNATE. AS REQUIRED, 3ACR ESTABLISHES A GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAM IN AR RAMADI. 3ACR ASSUMES ATTACHMENT OF 1-124 IN (-) (HQ AND 2 INFANTRY COMPANIES).

3.B.2.F. (S//REL) 11 AHR OCCUPIES AN OPERATING BASE AT OBJ BROWNS AND IS CORPS RESERVE WITH PRIORITY OF COMMITMENT TO AREA RECONNAISSANCE VICINITY AL MUHAMMADI AND [1.4b, 1.4d] 1.4b, 1.4d 1.4b, 1.4d O/O OCCUPY AL SAHRA AIRBASE IN TIKRIT IOT EXPAND AREA OF OPERATIONS NORTH. 0/O PRIORITIES OF COMMITMENT CHANGE TO PATROLLING THE WESTERN DESERT ISO 3ACR AND

SECRET//REL//X1
CONDUCTING 14b, 14d ATK ICW CREAR.

3.B.2.G. (S//REL) THIS PHASE ENDS ONCE IMEF IS ESTABLISHED IN FORMER V CORPS ZONE, CORPS SUSTAINMENT IS POSTURED IN THE AO IOT ALLOW OFFENSIVE AND STABILITY OPERATIONS, SECURE GROUND LOCS ESTABLISHED, AND AS REQUIRED, IMPROVED IOT ALLOW THE MOVEMENT OF CORPS SUSTAINMENT, NON-COMPLIANT FORCES ARE NEUTRALIZED OR DESTROYED, KEY OIL INFRASTRUCTURE NODES VICINITY KIRKUK PROTECTED, AND A V CORPS PRESENCE ESTABLISHED IN AT A MINIMUM: MOSUL, KIRKUK, TIKRIT, AND AR RAMADI. CORPS HAS ALSO ESTABLISHED LIAISON TEAMS WITH ORHA RCG NORTH AND CENTER AND IS CONDUCTING JOINT ASSESSMENTS, FACILITATING REPAIRS TO IRAQI FACILITIES, AND LIFE SUSTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE.

3.B.3. (S//REL) PHASE II (INITIATE REDEPLOYMENT). THIS PHASE BEGINS ONCE THE CORPS HAS ESTABLISHED A PRESENCE IN MOSUL, KIRKUK, TIKRIT, AND AR RAMADI. DECISIVE IN THIS PHASE IS THE CORPS ABILITY TO RELIEVE 3/3ID WITH 3/1AD IOT RELEASE THEM FOR REDEPLOYMENT WHILE MAINTAINING A STABLE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN THE AO.

3.B.3.A. (S//REL) 4ID CONTINUES TO SECURE KEY TERRAIN VIC TIKRIT AND KIRKUK IOT MAINTAIN STABILITY IN SALAHADDIN, AT TA'MM & DIYALA GOVERNATES. 4ID CONTINUES TO CONDUCT OPERATIONS IN DIYALA GOVERNORATE AND DEFETS REMAINING ENEMY FORCES IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE ENVIRONMENT.

3.B.3.B. (S//REL) 3ID CONTINUES TO PROVIDE A SECURE ENVIRONMENT IN THE BAGHDAD AO. 3ID ASSUMES REASSIGNMENT OF 3/1AD AND BEGINS REDEPLOYMENT OF 3/3ID. UPON INTEGRATION OF THE REMAINDER OF 2LAR, 3ID IS PREPARED TO RELEASE 2/82AB FOR REDEPLOYMENT. 3ID RETAINS OPCON OF 2LAR AND INTEGRATE THE REMAINDER OF THE REGIMENT.

3.B.3.C. (S//REL) 3ACR CONTINUES TO SECURE KEY TERRAIN VIC AR RAMADI IOT MAINTAIN A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IN THE AL ANDAR GOVERNATE. 3ACR CONTINUES TO PATROL MAJOR GLOCs IN THE AO TO DEMONSTRATE A PRESENCE AND MAINTAIN STABILITY.


3.B.4. (S//REL) PHASE III (TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY AND STEADY STATE OPERATIONS). THIS PHASE BEGINS ONCE 3/1AD IS INTEGRATED INTO 3ID.

3.B.4.A. (S//REL) 1AD (-) DEPLOYS AND IS OPCON CFLCC FOR RSOI. 0/O 1AD (-) MOVES TO BAGHDAD AND BEGINS TO RELIEVE 3ID WITHIN THE BAGHDAD AO.
3.B.4.B. (S//REL) 3ID IS RELIEVED BY 1AD AND UPON TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE AO AND CONDUCTS A PHASED REDEPLOYMENT OF THE REMAINING DIVISIONAL UNITS. 3ID RELEASES ATTACHMENT 2LCR, 3/1AD AND 3/3ACR TO 1AD

3.B.4.C. (S//REL) 3ACR (2 X CAV) CONTINUES TO SECURE KEY TERRAIN VICAR RAMADI IOT MAINTAIN A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IN AL ANBAR GOVERNATE AND PATROL MAJOR GLOCs IN AO TO DEMONSTRATE A PRESENCE AND MAINTAIN STABILITY

3.B.4.D. (S//REL) 101 AASLT CONTINUES OPERATIONS WITHIN NINAWA, DAHUK, IRBIL, AND AS SULAMINIYEH GOVERNORATES.

3.B.4.E. (S//REL) 4ID CONTINUES OPERATIONS WITHIN SALAHADDIN, AT TA’AMIM AND DIYALA GOVERNORATES.

3.B.4.F. (S//REL) 11 AHR (HQ AND 6-6 ATK) IS CORPS RESERVE POSITIONED AT OBJ BROWNS AND HAS PRIORITY OF COMMITMENT TO CONDUCT 14a

3.B.4.G. (S//REL) O/O, THE CORPS TRANSITIONS TO ORHA LEAD FOR RECONSTRUCTION. As AREAS BECOME PERMISSIVE ORHA OPERATIONS FOCUS ON RESTORING PUBLIC SERVICES AND FUNCTIONS. ORHA CONTRACTED GOVERNANCE ADVISORS ARE DEPLOYED AND ASSUME GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAM FUNCTIONS FROM DIVISIONS.

3.B.4.H. (S//REL) THIS PHASE ENDS ONCE NON-COMPLIANT FORCES ARE NEUTRALIZED WITHIN THE CORPS AO, EXTERNAL AGGRESSION IS DETERT, THE POTENTIAL EXPORT OF WMD MATERIALS IS INTERDICTION, KEY FACILITIES AND FUNCTIONS THAT ALLOW THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURE, NGO/PVO HAVE SHERE MOVEMENT AND ACCESS TO CIVILIAN POPULATION, AND THE CORPS IS PREPARED TO TRANSFER KEY FUNCTIONS TO DESIGNATED MILITARY OR CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES.

3.B.5. (S//REL) INTELLIGENCE. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS.

3.B.5.A. (S//REL) PHASE I (ESTABLISH THE AO). THIS PHASE IS ONGOING AND ALSO ADDRESSED IN PREVIOUS CORPS FRAGOS. AT THE START OF PHASE I THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS EXIST. ONE UAV BASELINE IS SET AT OBJ BROWNS (BALLAD SE) WHILE ONE MOVES WITH 101 ABN (AASLT) TO MOSUL AIRFIELD. GRCs (B/15) CONTINUES TO OPERATE FROM KUWAIT, WITH TRACKS ADJUSTED NORTH IN ZONE. CORPS IS PREPARED TO RECEIVE B/224 UPON DECISION BY COMCINCW, AND INITIATE COLLECTION OPERATIONS. CORPS INTERROGATION AND EXPLOITATION ELEMENTS ARE FORWARD LOCATED AT UNIT DCCPs, THE HASTY CHA VIC DOGWOOD AND THE HVP HOLDING AREA AT BIAP. ONE HLS COMPANY (F-51/519) IS ATTACHED TO THE 101 ABN (AASLT). CORPS 14c TEAMS ASSUME A GSR RELATIONSHIP IN ZONE WITH SUPPORTED UNITS. IN PHASE I THE CORPS TRANSITIONS TO A 14c INTENSIVE COLLECTION AND ANALYTICAL ENVIRONMENT.

3.B.5.A.1. (S//REL) INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES FOR THIS PHASE ARE TO IDENTIFY REMAINING NON COMPLIANT ELEMENTS IN THE AO FOCUSED ON TIKRIT, KIRKUK, MOSUL, AND AR RAMADI AREAS; IDENTIFY THREATS TO GLOCs FOR CORPS MOVEMENT, PROVIDE CT SUPPORT TO FORCE PROTECTION, ESTABLISH INTELLIGENCE RELATIONSHIP WITH JSTOF WEST AND NORTH, SURVEIL KEY LOCs
TO CONTINUE TO SUPPORT ONGOING BAGHDAD OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR HA AND SASSO. OBJECTIVES ALSO INCLUDE IDENTIFICATION OF DEVELOPING AREAS OF DISCONTENT, HOIS ACTIVITY AND DISPOSITION OF GROUPS/FRACIONS (E.G. KADK, BADR, AI, RELIGIOUS GROUPS, AND TRIBES). ONE UAV REMAINS SET BALLAD, CONTINUING TO SUPPORT BAGHDAD AND OPERATIONS IN THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE CORPS AO. O/O, BASELINE MOVES TO TIKRIT, SUPPORTED BY 4ID. ONE UAV BASELINE IS POSITIONED NORTH IN ZONE WITH 101 ABN (AASLT) IN MOSUL IOT PROVIDE TIER 1 AND 2 CITIES AND THE OIL FIELDS (SUPPORTING BOTH 101 ABN (AASLT) AND CORPS COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS). O/O, CORPS ACCEPTS AND RELOCATES B/224 (GRCS) VIC BIAP/BALAD IOT COLLECT IN THE AO. CORPS LRS FOCUS IS IN 4ID AND 3ACR AO. 101 ABN (AASLT) LRS (WITH ATTACHED F-51/519) EXECUTES LRS OPERATIONS IN ASSIGNED AO/PROVINCES. PRIMARY CORPS LRS FOCUS IS ROUTES/BORDER CROSSING SITES TO O/O, CORPS LRS SURVEYS NAISS VIC HWYS 1, 19 AND 12 ICW THE 3ACR MISSION TO SECURE THE 14B BORDER (AI ANBAR AND SALAH AD DIN PROVINCES). O/O LRS SURVEYS KEY CROSSING SITES USED BY BADR CORPS VIC MAIDAN AND HAMR KARIM, ICW 4ID MISSION TO IN DIYALA PROVINCE. CORPS LRS IS PREPARED TO SURVEIL AREAS OF DEVELOPING DISCONTENT OR INSTABILITY, SENSITIVE SITES IN THE AO AND KEY OIL INFRASTRUCTURE NODES. CORPS THT AND EXPLOITATION FOCUS IS CI SUPPORT TO FORCE PROTECTION AND INITIATION OF CORPS INTERROGATION AND EXPLOITATION OPERATIONS IN THE NEW AO. UPON ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CORPS HOLDING AREA, CORPS ESTABLISHES A CORPS INTERROGATION FACILITY AND OPERATING BASE AT BAYJI, ICW 18TH MP BDE. AS OPERATIONS STABILIZE GEOGRAPHICALLY, THE G2X TRANSITIONS THE CORPS OPERATIONAL EFFORT FROM NEAR TERM TACTICAL ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOPMENT OF LONG-TERM SOURCE NETWORKS IN ASSIGNED AO, AND COUNTERING HOIS AND TERRORIST THREATS. CORPS THTS OPERATE IN A GSR RELATIONSHIP GEOGRAPHICALLY. TEAMS ARE PREPARED TO DO LIMITED SCREENING OF LOCAL IRAQI OFFICIALS, AS DIRECTED BY HIGHER. DIVISION AND REGIMENTAL THTS PROVIDE SUPPORT TO VILLAGE ASSESSMENT TEAMS. MSCS INSTITUTE A STRONG SAED PROGRAM TO COUNTER HOIS INTEREST IN US/COALITION OPERATIONS.

3.B.5.A.2. (S//REL) COLLECTION EMPHASIS IS ON REMAINING NON-COMPLIANT ELEMENTS VIC TIKRIT, MOSUL, KIRKUK, AND AR RAMADI, AS WELL AS INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS (IR) FOR A SASSO ENVIRONMENT (SEE ANNEX L). PRIORITY OF EFFORT IS TARGETING, THEN SITUATION DEVELOPMENT. INITIAL PRIORITY OF SUPPORT IS: 101 ABN (AASLT), THEN 4ID, 3ACR, 3ID AND 11AHR.

3.B.5.B. (S//REL) PHASE II (INITIATE REDEPLOYMENT). CONCEPT OF INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE. INTEL SUPPORTS INITIAL REDEPLOYMENT ACTIONS.

3.B.5.C. (S//REL) PHASE III (TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY AND STEADY STATE OPERATIONS). CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE. INTEL SUPPORTS TO A TO 1AD.

3.B.6. (S//REL) FIRES.

3.B.6.A. (S//REL) CONCEPT OF EFFECTS. OVERALL INTENT IS TO INFLUENCE THE POPULACE TO ENABLE CORPS TO ESTABLISH A SAFE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT. THIS ENVIRONMENT WILL ALLOW A RAPID TRANSITION TO
STABILITY AND SECURITY OPERATIONS (SSO). INCORPORATED THROUGHOUT THIS IS A SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES RAPID LETHAL EFFECTS IN SUPPORT OF THE MANEUVER TASK TO neutralize NON-COMPLIANT ELEMENTS. DURING PHASE 1 (RIP AND TRANSITION TO THE NEW AO), CURRENT ROE AND FIRE EMPLOYMENT TTPS REMAIN THE SAME. FOLLOWING THE EXPANSION OF THE CORPS AO AND ON ORDER DURING PHASE ONE THE ROE IS EXPECTED TO CHANGE AND THE EMPLOYMENT OF FIRES WILL TRANSITION TO CFLCC DIRECTED GRADUATED RESPONSE OPTIONS. EMPLOYMENT AUTHORITY FOR THESE OPTIONS IS RETAINED AT DESIGNATED LEVELS AND PROVIDES CFLCC AN INCREASING LEVEL OF LETHAL EFFECTS TO APPLY AGAINST NON-COMPLIANT ELEMENTS. THESE GRADUATED RESPONSE OPTIONS ARE EXPECTED TO CONTINUE IN BOTH PHASE 2 AND PHASE 3 AS WELL AS STEADY STATE OPERATIONS. SPECIFIC NON-LETHAL TARGETING EFFECTS ARE OUTLINED BELOW

3.B.6.B. (S//REL) CORPS SHAPES THE CONDITIONS TO ALLOW FOR TRANSITION OF IMEF WITH 82nd ABN DIV (-) BY INFORMING THE IRAQI POPULATION OF AN NAJAF, AS SAMAWAH, KARBALA, AND KARBALA OF V CORPS INTENT TO CONDUCT FOLLOW ON OPERATIONS IN N. IRAQ AND ITS REPLACEMENT IN THESE AREAS BY IMEF. IMEF AND 82nd ABN DIV EXCHANGE ESSENTIAL IO RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE, INFORMATION, AND IO TARGET CONTACT INFORMATION TO FACILITATE A SEAMLESS TRANSITION. CORPS FACILITATES STABILITY WITHIN THE BGHD AO BY EXPLOITATION OF ON GOING HA AND INFRASTRUCTURE RECOVERY PROJECTS TO MAINTAIN POPULAR SUPPORT. ADDITIONALLY, CORPS INFLUENCES CIVILIANS TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON RDS, FORMER REGIME OFFICIALS, HTS, SSO, IIS, AND WMD LOCATIONS. 0/0 V CORPS FACILITATES ACCESSIBILITY TO IO TARGET AUDIENCES VICINITY TIKRIT AND SAMARRA. IO THEMES DISCORAGE FURTHER INFRASTRUCTURE DAMAGE TO TIKRIT, MOSUL, AND KIRKUK. MESSAGES ENCOURAGE ENFORCEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER. CORPS SHAPES THE CONDITIONS BY INFORMING THE POPULACE OF TIKRIT, MOSUL, KIRKUK, AND NORTHERN IRAQ OF THE V CORPS INTENT TO EMPLOY FORCES THROUGHOUT N. IRAQ. V CORPS COORDINATES EMPLOYMENT OF

1.4g

3.B.6.B.1. (S//REL) IO CORPS FACILITATES ACCESSIBILITY TO IO TARGET AUDIENCES VICINITY TIKRIT AND SAMARRA. IO THEMES DISCORAGE FURTHER INFRASTRUCTURE DAMAGE TO TIKRIT, MOSUL, AND KIRKUK. MESSAGES ENCOURAGE ENFORCEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER. CORPS SHAPES THE CONDITIONS BY INFORMING THE POPULACE OF TIKRIT, MOSUL, AND KIRKUK AND NORTHERN IRAQ OF THE V CORPS INTENT TO EMPLOY FORCES THROUGHOUT N. IRAQ. V CORPS COORDINATES EMPLOYMENT OF EW MONITORING TO LOCATE RDS AND TERRORIST C2 AND

1.4g

3.B.6.B.2 (S//REL MCFI) CORPS SHAPING OPERATIONS EXPAND TO INCLUDE ORHA NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTION AND FM RADIO STATIONS THROUGHOUT THE CORPS AO. CORPS TARGETS KEY KURDISTAN LEADERS, SUNNI TRIBAL LEADERS, AND THE PERSHMERGA WITH THE THEME OF CONTINUED COOPERATION FOR MAINTENANCE OF CIVIL ORDER AND DISCOURAGES THE INTENTIONS OF BREAKAWAY FACTIONS AND INTERNAL THREATS TO THE TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY OF IRAQ.
CONFEDERATIONS ALONG THE WESTERN BORDER OF IRAQ THROUGH SOF TO IDENTIFY AND REPORT HVT, WMD LOCATIONS AND MOVEMENT. CORPS WILL ALSO BE USED TO INFLUENCE COOPERATION OF COMPLAINT IRAQI ARMY REMNANT FORCES AND PERSHMERGA UNITS TO COLLECT, ACCOUNT FOR, AND ASSIST IN THE DESTRUCTION OR REESTABLISHMENT OF IRAQI WEAPONS AND WEAPON SYSTEMS FOR A FUTURE IRAQI ARMY. V CORPS FOCUSES IO SUPPORT IN THE EXPANDED CORPS AO BY REINFORCING 4ID EFFORTS IN DIYALA AND SALADIN AND 101 ABN (AASLT)DIV IN DAHUK, IRBIL, AT TAMIN, AS SULYMANIYAH, AND THE 3ACR IN AL ANBAR TO ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND SUPPORT OF GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAMS (GST). IO INFORMS PROVINCIAL AUDiences OF THE PURPOSE OF GST AND EXPANDED TROOP PRESENCE. ADDITIONALLY, CORPS IO EXPLOITS HIGH PRIORITY GOVERNORATE INFRASTRUCTURE RECOVERY AND HA PROJECTS AND ORHA FUNDING TO BUILD SUPPORT AND LEGITIMACY.

3.B.6.B.4. (S//REL) AS IRAQ PROGRESS TO A STEADY STATE ENVIRONMENT, IO BEGINS TO EMPHASIZE COOPERATION OF COMPLAINT IRAQI FORCES TO FORM A NEW IRAQI ARMY; THE LEGITIMACY OF INTERIM IRAQI GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS; AND SUPPORT FOR THE FUTURE IRAQI GOVERNMENT. EMPHASIS INCREASES ON EXPLOITING THE CONTRIBUTION OF IRAQIS TO ENABLE THE FUTURE DRAWDOWN OF CORPS FORCES AND TRANSFER OF V CORPS CIVIL-MILITARY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES TO COMPETENT IRAQI CIVIL AUTHORITIES. THIS WILL SET THE CONDITIONS FOR V CORPS FORCES TO RE-DEPLOY AND PREPARE FOR FOLLOW ON OPERATIONS.

3.B.7. (S//REL) MOBILITY/COUNTERMOBILITY/SURVIVABILITY.

EXECUTION. TIME FOR EXECUTION IS MEASURED IN DAYS/WEEKS AND NOT MINUTES.

3.B.7.B. (S//REL) LEVELS OF ENGINEER SUPPORT (SEE ANNEX F FOR A MORE SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION). THE FIRST LEVEL OF ENGINEER SUPPORT IS DESIGNED TO SUPPORT A SPECIFIC MANEUVER FORCE (I.E. 101 AASLT AND 4ID) WITH ORGANIC ENGINEER UNITS AND A FEW OTHER UNITS FOR QUICK RESPONSE. THE SECOND LEVEL IS FORMED AROUND A COMBAT OR CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER GROUP WITH EAD CONSTRUCTION AND SPECIALTY ENGINEER UNITS WORKING FOR THE DIVISION/REGIMENT IN A GS-R RELATIONSHIP. THESE FORCES ARE DESIGNED TO SUPPORT A MSC’S REQUIREMENT WITHIN A SPECIFIC AREA OF OPERATIONS THAT CAN RESPOND QUICKLY TO THE LEVEL 1 ENGINEER FORCE UNLESS A CORPS MISSION IS ASSIGNED TO BE EXECUTED EITHER IN THAT MSC’S AO OR IN THE CORPS BATTLESPACE. THE THIRD LEVEL, WHICH CONSISTS OF ONE COMBAT AND ONE CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER GROUP, REMAINS UNDER THE CORPS CONTROL (130th ENGR BDE) AND IS DESIGNED TO SUPPORT COMBAT; FORCE CONSTRUCTION; CMO ACTIVITIES (I.E INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIR); GROUND LOG REPAIR; CONTRACTING AND OTHER SPECIALIZED CORPS LEVEL MISSIONS OR TO REINFORCE THE LEVEL 2 UNITS (GS-R UNITS) WITHIN THE MSC’S. THIS THIRD LEVEL IS ALSO POSTURED TO REACT TO CONTINGENCIES (I.E. EXECUTE FORCE POINTS OF REINFORCING FLASHPOINT TOWNS LIKE TF BAGHDAD AND RESPONDING TO HUMANITARIAN CRISIS); BRIDGING; BORDER REQUIREMENTS; AND SUPPORT CORPS RESERVE AND ECONOMY OF FORCE MISSIONS IN THE WEST.

3.B.7.C. (S//REL) THE ENGINEER LINES OF OPERATIONS WITHIN THE CORPS CAN BE MOSTLY DEFINED AS COMPLEMENTARY TO THE CORPS LINES OF OPERATIONS OF SHAPING (TRADITIONAL COMBAT OPERATIONS) AND DECISIVE (CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS). THE ENGINEER COMMUNITY ADDS AN ADDITIONAL LINE OF OPERATIONS SPECIFIC TO ENGINEERING BUT EMBEDDED IN THE OTHERS - PROVIDE ENGINEERING SUPPORT TO V CORPS FORCE NEEDS. DUE TO COMPETING DEMANDS AND A STILL IMMATURE FORCE CAPABILITY, THE CORPS COMMANDER HAS SET ENGINEERING WORK PRIORITIES (SEE COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS), WITH THESE PRIORITIES AND AS WE MOVE INTO PH III AND OUR REQUIREMENTS BECOME REFINED; THE CORPS ENGINEER WILL CUT FRAGMENTARY ORDERS OFF THIS BASE ORDER FOR TASK EXECUTION. OVERALL, ENGINEER RISK IS ACCEPTED WITH THE ECONOMY OF FORCE MISSION IN THE WESTERN AND EASTERN SECTORS (AL ANBAR GOVERNANCE AND DOURA GOVERNANCE) OF THE CORPS AREA OF OPERATION. A SERIES OF V CORPS ENGINEER DECISION POINTS (SEE APPENDIX TO ANNEX F-1BP) ARE USED TO REPLACE LIKE UNITS, EXECUTE SUPPORT TO CORPS RESERVE AND THE CORPS EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN TASK FORCE, SUPPLEMENT FLASHPOINT TOWNS, AND TO COMPLEMENT OTHER MANEUVER OPTIONS.

3.B.7.D. (S//REL) PHASE I (ESTABLISH THE AO): SEE ENGINEER ANNEX. PRIORITY OF EFFORT BY SUPPORT IS MOBILITY: 101AA, VC MSRS, 4ID, 3ACR, 3ID, 11AHR, AND 12 AVN. GENERAL ENGINEERING: AIRFIELDS/FOBs (205 MI UAV @ BALAD, 11AHR/12AVN/3CC @ BALAD, 4ID @ TRIKIT, 101AA @ MOSUL, 30MED); 3CC (LSA ANACONDA, FL2 AT BAJI, LSA DIAMONDBACK); 130 MED; 3ACR; 3ID. SURVIVABILITY: CORPS C2 NODES, 205 MI UAV, 11 AHR, 12 AVN, 101AA, Q37, UNIT FORCE PROTECTION. TOPOGRAPHY: AIRFIELDS/HELIPORT REGISTRATION @ LSA ANACONDA IN BALAD, AL SARHA IN TRIKIT, LSA DIAMONDBACK IN MOSUL; FA UNIT LEVEL 3 REGISTRATIONS (101, 3ACR, 4ID AND 3ID); FORCE BED-DOWN; IMAGERY/MAPPING OF TIER 1 AND 2 CITIES; BRIDGES ON KEY ROUTES (HWY 1 AND HWY 2); VC MSR CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS (HWY 1 AND HWY 2); RAILROAD LINES; KIRKUK OILFIELDS. COUNTER MOBILITY: NONE.
3.B.7.E. (S//REL) PHASE II (INITIATE REDEPLOYMENT). SEE ENGINEER ANNEX.
PRIORITY OF EFFORT BY SUPPORT IS MOBILITY: 101AA, VC MRS, 4ID, 3ACR,
3ID, 11AAHR, 12 AVN. GENERAL ENGINEERING: AIRFIELDS/FOBS (205 MI UAV @
TRIKIT, 11AHR/12AVN/3CC @ BALAD, 4ID @ TRIKIT, 101AA @ MOSUL,
30MED); 3CC (LSA ANACONDA, FLB AT BAJJI, LSA DIAMONDBACK), 130
MED, 18 MP BDE IF AT BAJJI, 3ACR, 3ID. SURVIVABILITY: CORPS C2
NODES, 205 MI UAV, 11 AHR, 12 AVN, 101AA, Q37, UNIT FORCE
PROTECTION. TOPOGRAPHY:
AIRFIELDS/HELIPORT REGISTRATION @ LSA ANACONDA, AL SARHA IN
TIKRIT, CORPS LSA DIAMONDBACK IN MOSUL; FA UNIT LEVEL 3
REGISTRATIONS (101, 3ACR, 4ID AND 3ID); FORCE BED-DOWN; IMAGERY/MAPPING
OF TIER 1 AND 2 CITIES; BRIDGES ON KEY ROUTES (HWY 1 AND HWY 2); VC MSR
CONSTRUCTION REQUIRMENTS (HWY 1 AND HWY 2); RAILROAD LINES; KIRKUK
OILFIELDS.
COUNTER MOBILITY: NONE.

3.B.4.F. (S//REL) PHASE III (TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY AND STEADY STATE
OPERATIONS). PRIORITY OF EFFORT BY SUPPORT IS MOBILITY: 101AA, VC
MRS, 4ID, 3ACR, RESERVE BDE, 1AD, 12 AVN. GENERAL ENGINEERING:
AIRFIELDS/FOBS (205 MI UAV @ TRIKIT, 11AHR/12AVN/3CC @ BALAD, 4ID @
TRIKIT, 101AA @ MOSUL, 30MED); 3CC (LSA ANACONDA, FLB AT BAJJI, LSA
DIAMONDBACK), 130 MED, 18 MP BDE IF AT BAJJI, 3ACR, 1AD. SURVIVABILITY:
CORPS C2 NODES, UNIT FORCE PROTECTION, Q37, 205 MI UAV, 11 AHR, 12 AVN,
101AA. TOPOGRAPHY: AIRFIELDS/HELIPORT REGISTRATION @ LSA ANACONDA, AL
SARHA IN TIKRIT, CORPS LSA DIAMONDBACK IN MOSUL; FA UNIT LEVEL 3
REGISTRATIONS (101, 3ACR, 4ID AND 1AD); FORCE BED-DOWN; IMAGERY/MAPPING
OF TIER 1 AND 2 CITIES; BRIDGES ON KEY ROUTES (HWY 1 AND HWY 2); VC MSR
CONSTRUCTION REQUIRMENTS (HWY 1 AND HWY 2); RAILROAD LINES; BORDERS
CROSSING POINTS. COUNTER MOBILITY: BPT FOR NON-LETHAL BORDER CLOSURES
101AA, 4ID, 3ACR.

3.C. (S//REL) TASKS TO SUBORDINATE UNITS. [CHANGE]

3.C.1. (S//REL) 82 ABN DIV

3.C.1.A. (S//REL) UPON COMPLETION OF RIP WITH 3ACR, TRANSFER ATTACHMENT
OF 2/82 TO 3ID FOR OPERATIONS IN BAGHDAD.

3.C.1.B. (S//REL) TO 3ID

3.C.1.C. (S//REL) O/O REDEPLOY DIV HQ.

3.C.2. (S//REL) 101 ABN (AASLT)

3.C.2.A. (S//REL) ESTABLISH GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAMS IN MOSUL, IRBIL,
AND AS SOLAMINIYAH IOT SUPPORT PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT AND ALLOW THE
EXECUTION OF MILITARY AUTHORITY.

3.C.2.B. (S//REL)

3.C.2.C. (S//REL) ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR AOIRS IN ZONE.

SECRET//REL/X1
3.C.2.D. (S//REL) ICW 205TH MI BDE, ESTABLISH AND CONSTRUCT CORPS UAV BASELINE IVO AIRFIELD AT MOSUL. PROVIDE SECURITY, ENGINEER AND WEATHER SUPPORT TO UAV OPERATIONS.

3.C.2.E. (S//REL) ESTABLISH AND OPERATE EPW COLLECTION POINTS IN AO AND HOLD UNTIL CORPS HOLDING AREA IS ESTABLISHED VICINITY BAYJI.

3.C.2.F. (S//REL) ESTABLISH A CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS CENTER IOT FACILITATE THE INTEGRATION OF NGOS, SYNCHRONIZE ALL CA ACTIVITIES, AND PROVIDE INFORMATION TO THE CORPS TARGETING EFFECTS BOARD.

3.C.2.G. (S//REL) SECURE V CORPS HVAS IN DIVISION AO.

3.C.2.H. (S//REL) ESTABLISH CONTROL POINTS ALONG MSRS AT MANEUVER UNIT BOUNDARIES.

3.C.2.I. (S//REL) CLEAR OBSTACLES AND CONDUCT AIRFIELD DAMAGE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF CORPS KEY AIRFIELDS (CORPS LSA DIAMONDBACK AT MOSUL) IN SECTOR TO ALLOW SAFE DAY/NIGHT FLIGHT OPERATIONS OF C-130 (SUBSEQUENTLY C-17) IN SUPPORT OF VC CSS OPERATIONS AND FORCE PROJECTION.

3.C.2.J. (S//REL) ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHING/CONSTRUCTION OF CORPS LSA DIAMONDBACK AT MOSUL IOT ASSIST VC CSS POSTURING FOR SUBSEQUENT PHASES AND STEADY STATE OPERATIONS.

3.C.2.K. (S//REL) ASSIST 30 MED WITH CONSTRUCTION ASSETS IN ESTABLISHING A CORPS SUPPORT HOSPITAL VIC MOSUL (LSA DIAMONDBACK) IOT PROVIDE LEVEL III CARE TO COALITION FORCES IN THE NORTHERN PORTION OF THE CORPS AO.

3.C.2.L. (S//REL) BPT POSITION THE 926 ENGR GROUP (GS-R) VIC MOSUL ONCE THE SUPPORT RELATIONSHIP CHANGES TO GS-R IOT COMPLETE THE CORPS ENGINEER FOOTPRINT FOR PHASE III.

3.C.2.M. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO SECURE HADITHAH DAM UNTIL RELIEVED.

3.C.2.N. (S//REL) O/O RECEIVE OPON ONE CS MP CO (DS) FROM 18 MP BDE.


3.C.2.P. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE FIRES TO THE QRF ISO THE FIELD ENGINEER SUPPORT TEAM (MAIN) FEST(M) - 14a (CONTRACTED OIL INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIR AND ASSESSMENT TEAM).

3.C.2.Q. (S//REL) EST LNO TM ORHA NORTH IAW VC FRAGO 566T.

3.C.2.P. (S//REL) O/O RECEIVE TACON OF 503 MP BN ISO OPERATIONS IN MOSUL.

3.C.3. (S//REL) 3ID
3.C.3.A. {S//REL} CONTINUE OPERATIONS TO DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES AND SECURE KEY TERRAIN WITHIN ASSIGNED ZONES OF THE BAGHDAD AO IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN BAGHDAD.

3.C.3.B. {S//REL} CONSOLIDATE FORCES IN BAGHDAD AO AND CONTINUE OPERATIONS TO MAINTAIN A STABLE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT.

3.C.3.C. {S//REL} UPON RELEASE BY 82AB, ATTACH 2/82ABN & 1-41IN AND DETACH 3/101AA TO 101AA.

3.C.3.D. {S//REL} ASSUME TACON OF 1-41IN FOR REDEPLOYMENT; REDEPLOY BATTALION WITH 3/3ID.

3.C.3.E. {S//REL} RECEIVE ATTACHMENT OF SQDN/3ACR UPON INTEGRATION AND ARRIVAL IN TAA RIFLES.

3.C.3.F. {S//REL} ASSUME OPCON OF 1-13AR UPON INTEGRATION.

3.C.3.G. {S//REL} O/O RELEASE TACON OF ONE 14c TO 3ACR.

3.C.3.H. {S//REL} O/O ATTACH ONE TAC PSYOP DETACHMENT, FROM V CORPS.

3.C.3.I. {S//REL} O/O ATTACH ONE TAC PSYOP DETACHMENT TO ISO 2LRC(-) FROM 82D ABN DIV.


3.C.3.K. {S//REL} O/O RECEIVE TACON OF 18 MP BDE ISO OPERATIONS IN BAGHDAD.

3.C.4. {S//REL} 4ID


3.C.4.B. {S//REL} ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR AOIRS IN AO.

3.C.4.C. {S//REL} ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHING/CONSTRUCTION OF THE CORPS CONVOY SUPPORT CENTER AND PLB AT BAJJ IOT ASSIST VC CSS POSTURING FOR SUBSEQUENT PHASES AND STEADY STATE OPERATIONS. O/O TRANSITION CONSTRUCTION RESPONSIBILITY TO THE 130 EN BDE.

3.C.4.D. {S//REL} CONDUCT HANDOVER OF CONSTRUCTION TASKS FROM 1MEF ASSETS AT TIKRIT IOT COMPLETE SECTOR TRANSFER WITH 1MEF AND TO FACILITATE UNITY OF EFFORT IN THE VC NEW AO.

3.C.4.E. {S//REL} CLEAR AND SECURE AREA VIC BAYJI TO ESTABLISH CONVOY SUPPORT CENTER (CSC SONOMA) WHICH WILL TRANSITION TO FORWARD LOG BASE SYCAMORE NET 21APR03.

3.C.4.F. {S//REL} BPT EST LNO TM TO ORHA NORTH.
3.C.4.G. (S//REL) ESTABLISH AND OPERATE EPW COLLECTION POINTS IN AO AND HOLD UNTIL CORPS HOLDING AREA IS ESTABLISHED VICINITY BAYJI.

3.C.4.H. (S//REL) SECURE V CORPS HVAS IN DIVISION AO.

3.C.4.I. (S//REL) ESTABLISH CONTROL POINTS ALONG MSRS AT MANEUVER UNIT BOUNDARIES TO FACILITATE CONVOY MOVEMENT CONTROL IN AO.

3.C.4.J. (S//REL) ATTACH 6-27FA (MLRS) TO 17 FAB IN SUPPORT OF NON-TACTICAL MISSIONS.

3.C.4.K. (S//REL) ESTABLISH CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS CENTER IOT FACILITATE THE INTEGRATION OF NGOS, SYNCHRONIZE CA ACTIVITIES, AND PROVIDE INFORMATION TO THE CORPS TARGETING EFFECTS BOARD.

3.C.4.L. (S//REL) ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHING/CONSTRUCTION OF THE 18 MP BDE’S CORPS INTERIM FACILITY (IF) AT BAJI IOT FACILITATE EPW EXPLOITATION FOR PHASE III STEADY STATE OPERATIONS. O/O TRANSFER CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITIES TO 130 BN BDE.

3.C.4.M. (S//REL) O/O SECURE KEY OIL NODES VICINITY KIRKUK IOT ALLOW ACCESS AND REPAIR BY TF 14a (CPLCC CONTRACTED OIL RECOVERY PERSONNEL)

3.C.4.N. (S//REL) O/O RESTORE AND MAINTAIN ORDER IN VICINITY OF BA’QUBAH IOT ESTABLISH A PRESENCE AND DETER AGGRESSION.

3.C.4.O. (S//REL) O/O DEFEAT REMAINING ENEMY FORCES WITHIN ASSIGNED AO IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE ENVIRONMENT.

3.C.4.P. (S//REL) O/O ESTABLISH GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAMS IN SAMARRA, KIRKUK, AND BA’QUBAH IOT SUPPORT PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT AND ALLOW THE EXECUTION OF MILITARY AUTHORITY.

3.C.4.Q. (S//REL) O/O SECURE KEY TERRAIN WITHIN DIYALA GOVERNORATE TO 14b, 14d IN DIVISION SECTOR.

3.C.4.R. (S//REL) O/O ACCEPT ATTACHMENT ONE 14c FROM 18 MP BDE IN PHASE II.

3.C.4.S. (S//REL) O/O RECEIVE OPCON ONE MP CO FROM 18 MP BDE.

3.C.4.T. (S//REL) O/O PROVIDE A TST CAPABILITY OF 2XBLK1 ATACMS FROM VICINITY OF TIKRIT/SAMARRA WITHIN 15 MINUTES.


3.C.4.V. (S//REL) BPT POSITION THE 555 ENGR GROUP (GS-R) VIC OF BAJI OR TIKRIT ONCE THE SUPPORT RELATIONSHIP CHANGES TO GS-R IOT COMPLETE THE CORPS ENGINEER FOOTPRINT FOR PHASE III.

3.C.4.W. (S//REL) BPT 1-17FA (MLRS) TO 17 FAB IN SUPPORT OF NON-TACTICAL MISSIONS.
3.C.4.X. (S//REL) BPT FIRE ATACMS SEAD IN SUPPORT OF AH64 OPERATIONS FOR BOTH PHASES.

3.C.4.Y. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE AN MLRS BATTERY RAID CAPABILITY IN SUPPORT OF 101 ABN (AASLT) OPERATIONS.

3.C.5. (S//REL) 1AD

3.C.5.A. (S//REL) DEPLOY AND O/O CONDUCT RIP WITH 3ID AS TF (UNDER V CORPS CONTROL) IOT ALLOW CONTINUED PRESENCE AND SECURITY WITHIN THE BAGHDAD AO.

3.C.6. (S//REL) 3ACR

3.C.6.A. (S//REL) CONDUCT RIP WITH 82 ABN VIC THE AR RAMADI GAP AND ASSUME REGIMENTAL AO.

3.C.6.B. (S//REL) EXPAND AO IN WESTERN IRAQ IOT CONTROL LOCs TO

14b,14d

3.C.6.C. (S//REL) CONDUCT INTERDICTION OPERATIONS ALONG HWY 10, 11, AND 12 IOT BLOCK HVTS FROM LEAVING OR NON-IRAQI VOLUNTEERS FROM ENTERING IRAQ.

3.C.6.D. (S//REL) PROVIDE A PRESENCE IN AL ANBAR GOVERNORATE IOT MAINTAIN A STABLE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT.

3.C.6.E. (S//REL) ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR AOIRS 1A THROUGH 1G.

3.C.6.F. (S//REL) ESTABLISH CONTROL POINTS ALONG MSRS AT MANEUVER UNIT BOUNDARIES TO FACILITATE CONVOY MOVEMENT CONTROL IN AO.


3.C.6.H. (S//REL) SECURE V CORPS HVA'S IN REGIMENTAL AO.

3.C.6.I. (S//REL) ESTABLISH AND OPERATE EFW COLLECTION POINTS IN AO AND HOLD UNTIL CORPS HOLDING AREA IS ESTABLISHED VICINITY BAYJI.

3.C.6.J. (S//REL) O/O ATTACH ONE TAC PSYOP DETACHMENT, CO FROM 3ID UPON COMPLETION OF 3ACR RSOI.

3.C.6.K. (S//REL) O/O RECEIVE OPCON ONE MP CO FROM 18 MP BDE.

3.C.6.L. (S//REL) 14a

3.C.6.M. (S//REL) BPT ASSUME TACON OF THE ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT TEAM AT HADITHAH DAM FROM 130 EN BDE. PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF THE ENGINEERING EFFORT TO BRING HADITHAH DAM FACILITY TO FULL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY.
3.C.6.N. (S//REL) BPT ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHMENT/CONSTRUCTION OF A FORWARD LOGISTICAL BASE (FLB) IN SUPPORT OF 3ACR IOT SUSTAIN EXPANSION OPERATIONS IN THE WEST.

3.C.6.O. (S//REL) BPT TO SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT OF CORPS UAV BASELINE IN ZONE.

3.C.6.P. (S//REL) DETACH ONE GROUND SQUADRON TO 3ID UPON COMPLETION OF INTEGRATION AND ARRIVAL IN TAA RIFLES.

3.C.7. (S//REL) 11 AHR

3.C.7.A. (S//REL) RELEASE 2-6 ATK AVN AND 1-227 ATK AV FOR REDEPLOYMENT.

3.C.7.B. (S//REL) O/O OCCUPY OBJ BROWNS IOT ALLOW OPERATIONS IN PHASE I AND II.

3.C.7.C. (S//REL) ASSUME CORPS RESERVE WITH THE FOLLOWING PRIORITIES OF COMMITMENT:

3.C.7.C.1. (S//REL) 1.4a

3.C.7.C.2. (S//REL) 1.4a

3.C.7.C.3. (S//REL) PATROL WESTERN DESERT ISO 3ACR (ONCE 3ACR HAS SEIZED TERRAIN VICINITY AR RAMADI)

3.C.7.C.4. (S//REL) 1.4a

3.C.7.D. (S//REL) PROVIDE WEATHER SUPPORT TO ESTABLISH UAV OPERATIONS AT OBJ BROWNS AND OTHER LOCATIONS, WHEN CO LOCATED.

3.C.7.E. (S//REL) REPORT RESULTS OF AREA RECCE OF BORDER AREAS SITES THROUGH S2 CHANNELS TO CORPS ACE.


3.C.8. (S//REL) 205 MI BDE

3.C.8.A. (S//REL) ICW 18 MP BDE, ESTABLISH A CORPS INTERROGATION FACILITY AND EXPLOITATION BASE VIC BAYJI.

3.C.8.B. (S//REL) BPT ESTABLISH A FORWARD INTERROGATION AND EXPLOITATION CAPABILITY WITH 4ID OR 101 ABN (AASLT) UNTIL ESTABLISHMENT OF CORPS HOLDING AREA AND INTERROGATION FACILITY.

3.C.8.C. (S//REL) WEIGHT THE CORPS GSR 1.4c EFFORT TO SUPPORT INITIAL OPERATIONS IN TIKRIT, KIRKUK, MOSUL AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SUPPORTING GROUND LOCOS. TRANSITION CORPS EFFORT TO DEVELOPMENT OF LONG TERM 1.4c OPERATIONS IN ZONE.
3.C.8.D. (S//REL) SCREEN AND COLLECT IOT IDENTIFY DESIGNATED BLACKLIST PERSONS AND PIFWC.

3.C.8.E. (S//REL) INITIATE OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE IRAQ MEDIA (RADIO, PRINT, TV) IOT DETERMINE ATTITUDES AND INTENT OF LOCAL POPULATION.

3.C.8.F. (S//REL) PROVIDE INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT TO MINE ACTION CENTER.

3.C.8.G. (S//REL) CONDUCT SCREENING OF DISPLACED CIVILIANS ALONG KEY LOCS TO BORDER CROSSINGS ICW MANEUVER UNITS.

3.C.8.H. (S//REL) CONDUCT CI OPERATIONS TO COUNTER FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE THREAT AND TERRORIST THREATS FROM BADR, AI AND KADEK.

3.C.8.I. (S//REL) O/O ASSUME 224 MI BN (AE) AND INITIATE COLLECTION OPERATIONS.

3.C.8.J. (S//REL) O/O RELOCATE GRCS VIC BAGHDAD IOT EXTEND CORPS ISR REACH TO THE IRAQI/TURKISH BORDER.

3.C.8.K. (S//REL) RELOCATE ONE BASELINE WITH 101 ABN (AASLT) TO OPERATING BASE VIC MOSUL IOT SUPPORT EXPANSION OF CORPS AO, SURVEILLANCE OF KEY 1.4b

3.C.8.L. (S//REL) O/O RELOCATE ONE BASELINE VIC TIKRIT ONCE SECURED AND A USEABLE AIRSTRIP IS AVAILABLE.


3.C.8.N. (S//REL) O/O, LRS SUPPORTS 4ID AND 3ACR OPERATIONS TO SECURE BORDER-CROSSING SITES BY SURVEILLING SECONDARY AND BYPASS ROUTES AROUND MANEUVER UNIT POSITIONS AND CHECKPOINTS.

3.C.8.O. (S//REL) BPT SURVEIL THE KADEK REFUGEE/TRAINING CAMP AT MAHMUR AND NW BORDER CROSSING TO IN NINAWA PROVINCE, IF BEYOND CAPABILITIES OF 101 ABN (AASLT).

3.C.8.P. (S//REL) BPT SURVEIL KEY INFRASTRUCTURE NODES IN KIRKUK OIL FIELDS, AND SENSITIVE SITES IN ZONE.

3.C.8.Q. (S//REL) BPT TO CONDUCT SCREENING ISO ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE.

3.C.8.R. (S//REL) BPT CONDUCT CI SEARCH AND CORDON OPERATIONS ISO SEIZURE OF REGIME ERA ARCHIVES IN KEY CITIES SUCH AS TIKRIT, MOSUL, AND KIRKUK.

3.C.8.S. (S//REL) BPT TO SUPPORT SCREENING ISO ESTABLISHMENT OF IRAQI MILITARY.

3.C.8.T. (S//REL) ESTABLISH INTELLIGENCE RELATIONSHIP WITH TACON SOF IN THE AO.
3.C.9. (S//REL) VCA

3.C.9.A. (S//REL) PROVIDE TST RESPONSE OPTION IN THE CORPS AO UNTIL 4ID ASSUMES THIS MISSION.


3.C.9.C. (S//REL) PROVIDE FIRES ISO 101 ABN (AASLT) SECURING OF TAAS VICINITY MOSUL.

3.C.9.D. (S//REL) MANAGE FIRES AND ROZ ISO 3ID/TF 1.4a AS IT CONDUCTS OPERATIONS IN BAGHDAD.

3.C.9.E. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO PROVIDE C2 OVER FOLLOW ON ARTILLERY UNITS IN RSOF.

3.C.9.F. (S//REL) O/O ESTABLISH FIREFINDER AND ARTILLERY COVERAGE OVER PRIORITIZED CORPS POSITIONS.

3.C.9.G. (S//REL) PROVIDE 2XFABS WITH AN INITIAL SIX BATTALIONS TO THE CORPS TO SUPPORT NON-STANDARD TACTICAL MISSIONS. FIRST PLANNING PRIORITY IS TF 1.4a AND SECOND IS EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (EHA) TF M109A6 AND MLRS LAUNCHERS OF THESE FABS ARE TO BE PLACED IN CONSOLIDATED MOTOR POOLS SOUTH OF PL FLORIDA. O/O INCREASE THE BATTALIONS TO SEVEN.

3.C.9.H. (S//REL) PROVIDE C2 OVER REDEPLOYING ARTILLERY UNITS.

3.C.9.I. (S//REL) BPT ESTABLISH A THIRD FAB (214FAB) INTO A TF (NON-STANDARD MISSION) FOR OPERATIONS SOUTH OF PL FLORIDA.

3.C.10. (S//REL) 130 EN BDE

3.C.10.A. (S//REL) RECEIVE ATTACHMENT OF COMMITTED AFB UNITS IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS TO FACILITATE GROUND LOCOS AND TO FREE UP DIVISIONAL EAD ENGINEERS TO MOVE FORWARD: 4ID TIGRIS RIVER CROSSING SITE AT TIKRIT.

3.C.10.B. (S//REL) CONDUCT HANOVER OF CONSTRUCTION TASKS TO 1MEF & THEATER BELOW PL COLORADO (ADDER, BUSHMASTER, MSRS) IOT COMPLETE SECTOR TRANSFER WITH 1MEF, FACILITATE UNITY OF EFFORT AND TO CONSOLIDATE ENGINEER ASSETS IN THE VC NEW AO.

3.C.10.C. (S//REL) REPLACE COMMITTED AFB ASSETS IN ZONE USED IN PH III IOT COMPLETE CONSOLIDATION OF ARMY BRIDGE ASSETS IN VC SECTOR FOR FUTURE USE AND TO COMPLETE SECTOR TRANSFER WITH 1MEF. BPT OPCON COMMITTED BRIDGE UNITS ALONG CRITICAL ROUTES IN 1MEF SECTOR TO 1MEF. FIND ALTERNATE ROUTES, OR CONSTRUCT/REPAIR FIXED BRIDGES IN SECTOR TO ENABLE REMOVAL OF TACTICAL BRIDGING ASSETS. BPT RECEIVE AND TRANSITION SPECIFIC MRBCS FOR RE-DEPLOYMENT.

3.C.10.D. (S//REL) ESTABLISH MINE ACTION CENTER (VIC ON VC MAIN CP AND HACC) IOT POSTURE VC ENGINEERS FOR PH III CMO, MAXIMIZE ASSETS, AND TO
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STREAMLINE INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS. TIE INTO VC ACE INFORMATION, HACC INFORMATION AND EOD.

3.C.10.E. {S//REL} AUGMENT CORPS HACC WITH AN ENGINEER CELL (VIC ON VC MAIN CP AND HACC) IOT POSTURE VC ENGINEERS FOR PH III CMO, MAXIMIZE ASSETS, AND TO STREAMLINE INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS. POC IS [b][3][b][6] AT VC G-3 PLANS.

3.C.10.F. {S//REL} BPT ESTABLISH TWO V CORPS ORHA ENGINEER LNO TEAMS (ONE FOR ORHA NORTH AT MOSUL OR IRBIL AND ONE FOR ORHA SOUTH AT BAGHDAD) IOT POSTURE VC ENGINEERS FOR PH III CMO, MAXIMIZE ASSETS, AND TO STREAMLINE INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS. TEAM MEMBERS WILL COME UNDER THE C2 OF THE V CORPS LNO TEAM LEADER. POC IS [b][3][b][0] AT VC G-3 PLANS.

3.C.10.G. {S//REL} ESTABLISH ONE V CORPS ENGINEER TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT TEAM WITH TELE-ENGINEERING CAPABILITY TO BE ABLE TO SUPPORT CORPS, DIVISION/ACR, GST AND ORHA TEAMS WITH ADDITIONAL OR UNIQUE TECHNICAL EXPERTISE WITHIN THE CORPS AO. TEAM IS CORPS CONTROLLED UNDER THE FEST-A TEAM CHIEF. TEAM MUST BE AIR AND GROUND DEPLOYABLE. TEAM MEMBERS MUST HAVE DESIGN, ELECTRICAL, AND CIVIL EXPERTISE AS A MINIMUM. POC IS [b][3][b][6] AT VC SES OPERATIONS.

3.C.10.H. {S//REL} RECEIVE OPCODE 1 EN GROUP (CONSTRUCTION) WITH ASSOCIATED UNITS FROM 416TH ENCOM.

3.C.10.I. {S//REL} CLEAR OBSTACLES AND CONDUCT AIRFIELD DAMAGE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF CORPS KEY AIRFIELDS (CORPS LSA ANACONDA AT BALAD; O/O FROM 4ID CORPS AT AL SARHA IN TIKRIT) IN SECTOR TO ALLOW SAFE DAY/NIGHT FLIGHT OPERATIONS OF C-12, C-130 (SUBSEQUENTLY C-17) IN SUPPORT OF VC CSS OPERATIONS AND FORCE PROJECTION.

3.C.10.J. {S//REL} ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHING/CONSTRUCTION THE CORPS LSA ANACONDA AT BALAD IOT ASSIST VC CSS POSTURING FOR PH III OPERATIONS.


3.C.10.L. {S//REL} ASSUME TACON OF THE ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT TEAM AT HADITHAH DAM WITH TF 144. PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF THE ENGINEERING EFFORT TO BRING HADITHAH DAM FACILITY TO FULL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY. O/O TRANSFER RESPONSIBILITY TO 3ACR.

3.C.10.M. {S//REL} ASSIST 30 MED WITH CONSTRUCTION ASSETS IN ESTABLISHING A CORPS SUPPORT HOSPITAL VIC FLB COTTONWOOD IOT PROVIDE LEVEL III CARE TO COALITION FORCES IN THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE CORPS AO.

3.C.10.N. {S//REL} ASSIST 30 MED WITH CONSTRUCTION ASSETS IN ESTABLISHING A CORPS SUPPORT HOSPITAL OR MASH VIC FLB AT BAJI IOT PROVIDE LEVEL III CARE TO COALITION FORCES IN THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE CORPS AO.
3.C.10.O. (S///REL) BPT REPAIR THE JORDANIAN EAST-WEST GROUND LOC IOT OPEN A SAFE NGO/HA GROUND LOC. ANTICIPATE SECURITY EITHER PROVIDED BY 3ACR ON AN AREA BASIS, NO DEDICATED SECURITY OR ASSETS ATTACHED TO 130 EN BDE (TO INCLUDE COALITION MANEUVER UNITS).

3.C.10.P. (S///REL) CONDUCT THIRD ORDER TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY REGISTRATION FOR (IN ORDER) 101 AASLT, 3ACR, 4ID (IF NEEDED) AND 3ID (IF NEEDED) IOT REGISTER BLOCK 1 SHOOTERS IN ZONE. COORDINATE ACTIONS AND SPECIFICS WITH VCA.

3.C.10.Q. (S///REL) CONDUCT FIXED-WING AIRFIELD AND ROTARY-WING HELIPORT TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY REGISTRATION FOR (IN ORDER): CORPS LSA ANACONDA AT BALAD; CORPS HQS AT AL SARHA IN TIKRIT; AND CORPS LSA DIAMONDBACK.

3.C.10.R. (S///REL) FACILITATE REPAIR OF MSR TAMPA AROUND AS SAMAWAH IOT ALLOW SAFE TWO-WAY HET OPERATIONS AND TO ALLEVIATE DISCONTENT BY THE TOWNS PEOPLE. COORDINATE ACTION WITH 416 ENCOM AND SUBSEQUENTLY 1MEF DURING RIP.

3.C.11. (S///REL) 18 MP BDE

3.C.11.A. (S///REL) BPT OPCON ADDITIONAL MP SUPPORT TO TF 14A DURING PHASE IV OPERATIONS.

3.C.11.B. (S///REL) O/O OPCON ONE CS MP CO TO 101 ABN (AASLT).

3.C.11.C. (S///REL) O/O OPCON ONE CS MP CO TO 4ID.

3.C.11.D. (S///REL) O/O OPCON ONE CS MP CO TO 3ACR.


3.C.11.F. (S///REL) CONDUCT AREA SECURITY OPERATIONS, WITH PARTICULAR FOCUS ON LSA'S.

3.C.11.G. (S///REL) ESTABLISH LIAISON WITH MANEUVER COMMANDERS IOT IDENTIFY AND EXECUTE OPTIMAL LEVEL OF MP SUPPORT IN THE MANEUVER AO.

3.C.11.H. (S///REL) O/O PROVIDE MP SUPPORT TO VILLAGE/GOVERNORATE SUPPORT TEAMS IOT ASSESS SECURITY AND STABILITY ISSUES, NEEDS, AND REQUIREMENTS FOR OHRA, V CORPS, AND CFLCC.

3.C.11.I. (S///REL) ESTABLISH CIVIL DISTURBANCE RESPONSE FORCE ISO V CORPS AO.

3.C.11.J. (S///REL) CONDUCT POLICE INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT CORPS AO. COORDINATE LINKAGE WITH ACE.

3.C.11.K. (S///REL) CONDUCT LAW & ORDER PRESENCE PATROLS. ESTABLISH JOINT POLICING WITH IRAQI/OCA/COALITION POLICE WITH INITIAL FOCUS ON URBAN AREAS IOT CREATE A PERMISSIVE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT.
3.C.11.L. (S//REL) ESTABLISH CHECKPOINTS IOT IDENTIFY AND CAPTURE HVP, PREVENT LOOTING, INTERDICT MOVEMENT OF IDENTIFIED PERSONS OR MATERIALS.

3.C.11.M. (S//REL) BPT ESTABLISH HVP HOLDING AREA VIC BAGHDAD.


3.C.11.O. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE MP FORCES TO SUPPORT US MILITARY CUSTOMS PRE-CLEARANCE INSPECTIONS.

3.C.11.P. (S//REL) PROVIDE SECURITY TO INTERROGATION OPERATIONS AT THE CORPS EPW HOLDING AREAS IN COORDINATION WITH 205 MI BDE.

3.C.11.Q. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO PROVIDE PSD FOR THE V CORPS CG AND DCG.

3.C.11.R. (S//REL) COORDINATE WITH 130 EN BDE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF CORPS EPW HOLDING AREAS.

3.C.11.S. (S//REL) BPT SECURE PATRIOT BATTERIES IN COORDINATION WITH 31ADA BDE.

3.C.11.T. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE CONVOY SECURITY SUPPORT IN CORPS AO FOR UAV BASELINE OPERATIONS IN COORDINATION WITH 205 MI BDE.

3.C.11.U. (S//REL) O/O TACON TO TF BAGHDAD ISO LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS AND SUPERVISION OF LOCAL NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS.

3.C.12. (S//REL) 308 CA BDE

3.C.12.A. (S//REL) SUPPORT CMO (SPECIFICALLY, PRC AND SUPPORT TO CIVIL ADMINISTRATION) IN THE CORPS AOR.

3.C.12.B. (S//REL) PROVIDE INFORMATION TO CIVIL AFFAIRS DETACHMENTS ON WHICH ROADS CIVILIAN TRAFFIC IS PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED AND ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF SUCH PROHIBITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS.

3.C.12.C. (S//REL) SYNCHRONIZE AND MONITOR ALL HA ACTIVITIES WITH THE CORPS, ORHA, AND NGO’S.

3.C.12.D. (S//REL) EXCHANGE INFORMATION WITH SOF, OGA, AND CA FORCES IOT GAIN SITUATIONAL AWARENESS OF THE AOR.

3.C.12.E. (S//REL) MANAGE NGO/IO/PVOS IOT ASSIST IN THE DISTRIBUTION AND LOGISTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF RECONSTRUCTION.

3.C.12.F. (S//REL) RE-ESTABLISH REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION POINTS IOT FACILITATE THE REVITALIZATION OF THE FOOD SYSTEM.

3.C.12.G. (S//REL) BPT SUPPORT THE AREA ASSESSMENTS (HASTY AND DELIBERATE) IOT IDENTIFY THE EXTENT OF DISREPAIR/DESTRUCTION OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND FURTHER PRIORITIZE RESOURCES FOR REPAIR.

3.C.12.H. (S//REL) COORDINATE WITH IMEF ON STATUS OF CURRENT/ON-GOING PROJECTS AND RESOURCES TO INCLUDE ASSESSMENTS OF EACH AO.
3.C.12.I. (S//REL) RSO&I THE CORPS SUPPORTING CA UNITS.

3.C.12.J. (S//REL) BPT SUPPORT DIVISION OPERATIONS VIC MAKHMUR REFUGEE CAMP.

3.C.12.K. (S//REL) PLAN AND ASSIST IN THE ESTABLISHMENT HA SUPPLY POINTS IOT FACILITATE EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF EHA.

3.C.12.L. (S//REL) PROVIDE A TWO PERSON LNO CELL TO BOTH THE V CORPS MAIN AND REAR IOT FACILITATE THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION.

3.C.12.M. (S//REL) BPT SUPPORT DIVISION LEVEL CA ACTIVITIES IN THE FOLLOWING PRIORITY.

3.C.12.M.1. (S//REL) SUPPORT TO CIVIL ADMINISTRATION (SCA) THROUGH GSTS.

3.C.12.M.2. (S//REL) HA ACTIVITIES (E/HA AND SUSTAINMENT HA) PRC.


3.C.12.M.4. (S//REL) BPT SUPPORT EMERGENCY SERVICES.

3.C.13. (S//REL) 9 PSYOP


3.C.13.B. (S//REL) COORDINATE PSYOP MESSAGE INJECTS AND DISSEMINATION VIA INDIGENOUS KURDISH MEDIA AND ORHA ESTABLISH RADIO STATIONS AND MEDIA OUTLETS THROUGH ORHA AND CLFCC.

3.C.13.C. (S//REL) COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF UNCLASSIFIED PSYOP PRINT PRODUCTS BY INDIGENOUS IRAQI AND KURDISH PRINT FACILITIES THROUGH V CORPS CONTRACTING AND CLFCC.

3.C.13.D. (S//REL) COORDINATE PSYOP BROADCASTS AND PRINT PRODUCTS TO SUPPORT THE 139 BN BDE (HA/INFRASTRUCTURE RECOVERY TASK FORCE) OR TF 141 (CACHE RECOVERY TASK FORCE).

3.C.13.E. (S//REL) O/O COORDINATE DRAW-DOWN AND REDEPLOYMENT OF SELECTED PSYOP FORCES AND RIP WITH FOLLOW ON PSYOP FORCES.


3.C.13.G. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE SMES IOT ADEQUATELY STAFF GOVERNATE SUPPORT TEAMS.

3.C.13.H (S//REL) BPT ASSIST MP & CI PERSONNEL AS REQUIRED.
3.C.13.I. (S//REL) O/O RELEASE TACON OF ONE TPD/362 TAC PSYOP CO TO 4ID IN PHASE II.

3.C.13.J. (S//REL) BPT ACCEPT ATTACHMENT OF ONE TAC PSYOP DETACHMENT FROM 1AD UPON ARRIVAL. PROVIDE SECURITY SUPPORT FOR THE CORPS INTERROGATION FACILITY.

3.C.14. (S//REL) 22 SIG BDE

3.C.14.A. (S//REL) RE-ENGINEER THE MSE NETWORK TO PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS TO V CORPS UNITS TRANSITIONING NORTH OF PL COLORADO WHILE PROVIDING COMMUNICATIONS TO UNITS SOUTH OF PL COLORADO UNTIL ALL UNITS ARE NORTH OF PL COLORADO.

3.C.14.B. (S//REL) NOMINATE TO 335 SIGNAL COMMAND V CORPS UNIT LOCATIONS THAT ARE SUITABLE FOR COMMERCIALIZATION IOT FREE UP TACTICAL ASSETS.

3.C.14.C. (S//REL) NOMINATE TO 335 SIGNAL COMMAND IRAQI CRITICAL COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIR PROJECTS.

3.C.14.D. (S//REL) RE-ENGINEER THE MSE NETWORK TO FREE UP TACTICAL SIGNAL UNITS FOR REDEPLOYMENT HOME.

3.C.14.E. (S//REL) REALLOCATE UHF SINGLE CHANNEL TACSAT BANDWIDTH AS THE TACTICAL SITUATION DICATES.

3.C.14.F. (S//REL) O/O RELOCATE CORPS SIGNAL ASSETS IOT SUPPORT UAV BASELINES TO BALAD, TIKRIT, AND MOSUL, ICW 205 MI BDE.

3.C.14.G. (S//REL) BPT REALLOCATE GMF TACSAT ASSETS AND TROPO ASSETS TO SUPPORT PHASE IVB OPERATIONS.

3.C.15. (S//REL) 12 AVN BDE

3.C.15.A. (S//REL) OPCON (1) CH-47 CO TO 3 CC FOR SUSTAINMENT SUPPORT

3.C.15.B. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE LOGISTICS RESUPPLY TO V CORPS SECURITY FORCES VIC HADITHAH DAM.

3.C.15.C. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE ASSISTANCE TO THE 130 EN BDE IN ORDER FOR THE 130 EN BDE TO CONDUCT EXPEDIENT AERIAL ROUTE AND INFRASTRUCTURE RECONNAISSANCE IN SECTOR (PERMISSIVE AREAS ONLY AND WITHIN LIFT CAPABILITY).

3.C.16. (S//REL) 31 ADA BDE

3.C.16.A. (S//REL) CONTINUE TO PROVIDE C2 OF AMD ASSETS THROUGHOUT V CORPS AO.

3.C.16.B. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE (AMD) THROUGHOUT V CORPS AO AS DIRECTED BY CG.

3.C.16.C. (S//REL) BPT TO OPCON TO 32 AAMDC AND CONDUCT REDEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS
3.C.17. (S//REL) 3 CORPS SUPPORT COMMAND

1.4c

3.C.17.B. (S//REL) COMPLETE DRAW DOWN OF LSA BUSHMASTER.

3.C.17.C. (S//REL) ESTABLISH 1.2 MIL/GAL IIIB VIC FLB ANACONDA IOT SUPPORT MOVEMENT OF V CORPS FORCES N. OF BAGHDAD.

3.C.17.D. (S//REL) PROVIDE A FLE UNTIL 142 CORPS SUPPORT BN HAS COMPLETED RSO&I AND CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING 3ACR.

3.C.17.E. (S//REL) SPT TF 1.4a W/ 24 CSG AND BPT TO REALIGN CSG SPT TO TF 1.4a WHEN 3ID/NAD CONDUCT RIP, ALLOWING 24 CSG TO REDEPLOY AS DIRECTED.

3.C.17.F. (S//REL) COORDINATE SUSTAINMENT THROUGHPUT FROM 21 TSC THROUGH 377 TSC UNTIL DIR LAUTH IS AUTHORIZED BETWEEN 3EC AND 21 TSC TO ESTABLISH LSA DIAMONDBACK VIC MOSUL.

3.C.17.G. (S//REL) COORDINATE SUSTAINMENT THROUGHPUT OF CLI, BOTTLE WATER, & IIIB FROM 21 TSC.

3.C.17.H. (S//REL) TASK ORGANIZE CSG TO PROVIDE RESPONSIVE MAINTENANCE AND HET SUPPORT FOR 101 CSG ISO OF LIT/HIT TASK ORGANIZATION.

3.C.17.I. (S//REL) ESTABLISH L2/LZ SUPPORT AT EACH LSA/FLB WITH MHE AND TRANS SUPPORT.

3.C.17.J. (S//REL) PROVIDE FLE (WATER, IIIB, MAINT SUPPORT) ISO 4ID INITIAL ATTACK TOWARD TIKritis. BPT TO PUSH COMMON ITEM SPT TO CFACC, AND TF 1.4a ABN UPON LINEUP WITH 4ID.

3.C.17.K. (S//REL) ESTABLISH LSA ANACONDA VIC BALAD SE TO SUSTAIN V CORPS OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT V CORPS AO.

3.C.17.L. (S//REL) ESTABLISH LSA DIAMONDBACK VIC MOSUL ISO V CORPS OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT N. AO.

3.C.17.M. (S//REL) ESTABLISH FLB SYCAMORE VIC BAYJI IOT SUPPORT MOVEMENT AND SUSTAINMENT OF 101 ABN (AASLT) AND 4ID OPERATIONS EAST TOWARD KIRKUK.

3.C.17.N. (S//REL) SOURCE HET REQUESTS IAW THE FOLLOWING PRIORITY: 4ID, 101 ABN (AASLT) (TRACKS ONLY), 3ACR, 141 IN MOVEMENT TO VIC BAGHDAD.

3.C.17.O. (S//REL) PROVIDE (1) HET PLT ISO 101 ABN (AASLT) FOR MOBILITY OF MHE / AR TF OPNS UPON INTEGRATION OF 3ACR.

3.C.17.P. (S//REL) COORDINATE HIGHWAY TRAFFIC REGULATION SUPPORT FOR THEATER MSRS AND ASR THROUGHOUT CORPS AOR.
3.C.17.Q. (S//REL) SUSTAIN TF 1.4a UPON LINK UP WITH MSC VICINITY KIRKUK, IRAQ.

3.C.17.R. (S//REL) BPT EXECUTE THE FOLLOWING TASK ORGANIZATION CHANGES.

3.C.17.R.1. (S//REL) ATTACH 345th RAOC, 305th RAOC AND 317th RAOC TO 4th ID.

3.C.17.R.2. (S//REL) ATTACH 130th RAOC TO 3ACR.

3.C.17.R.3. (S//REL) ATTACH 41st, 44th, 27th, and 251st RAOCs TO 101 ABN (AASLT).

3.C.17.S. (S//REL) BPT ESTABLISH INDIVIDUAL AUGMENTEE CELL TO MANAGE GST AUGMENTEES IN ORDER TO PROVIDE DIVISIONS WITH QUALIFIED GST PERSONNEL AND ENABLE REACH BACK CAPABILITY TO FILL SPECIAL SKILL TYPES AS NEEDED.

3.C.17.T. (S//REL) BPT TO PROVIDE AADCG SPT TO AIRFIELD OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT THE CORPS AO.

3.C.17.U. (S//REL) O/O PROVIDE HA SPT, SPECIFICALLY, TRANSPORTATION LIFT SPT AS DIRECTED ISQ OF OHRA OPERATIONS.

3.C.17.V. (S//REL) PROVIDE DS TO TF 1.4a AS REQUIRED.

3.C.18. (S//REL) 18 SSG

3.C.18.A. (S//REL) ESTABLISH THE V CORPS MILITARY MAIL TERMINAL (MRT) VICINITY OF THE V CORPS REAR OPERATIONS POST.

3.C.18.B. (S//REL) MAINTAIN POLICIES/PROCEDURES FROM OPLAN COBRA II FOR SEQUEL OPOD FINAL VICTORY.

3.C.19. (S//REL) 30 MED BDE

3.C.19.A. (S//REL) PROVIDE LIAISON TO CMOC TO COORDINATE MEDICAL SUPPORT DURING DC, HA, AND SCA OPERATIONS

3.C.19.B. (S//REL) TASK ORGANIZE IOT SUPPORT PH IVB OPERATIONS.

3.C.19.C. (S//REL) CONDUCT RIP WITH MEF FOR ALL CHS IN IZ SOUTH OF PL COLORADO

3.C.19.D. (S//REL) O/O ATTACH 1 X CSH TO TF 1.4a

3.C.19.E. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SUPPORT TO PREVENT THE LOSS OF LIFE, LIMB, OR EYESIGHT AS REQUIRED IN SUPPORT OF CMO.

3.C.19.F. (S//REL) BPT CONDUCT MEDICAL ASSESSMENTS OF DCS AND POPULATION CENTERS IN ZONE.

3.C.19.G. (S//REL) BPT DEVELOP PLAN FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN CONDUCT OF LIMITED SUPPORT TO CIVIL ADMINISTRATION IN THE CORPS' AOR.
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3.C.19.H. *(S//REL)* BPT PROVIDE A LEVEL III CARE ON AREA SUPPORT BASIS TO V CORPS NORTHERN AO VIC MOSUL.

3.C.19.I. *(S//REL)* BPT ATTACH 21 CSH FOR MOVEMENT TO MOSUL TO 101 ABN (AASLT). CONDUCT LINKUP W/ 101 ABN (AASLT) NLT 22 APR 03 FOR CONVOY MOVEMENT.

3.C.19.J. *(S//REL)* BPT PROVIDE LEVEL III CARE ON AN AREA BASIS TO V CORPS’ SOUTHERN AO VIC TIKRIT. ESTABLISHMENT MUST BE NLT ATTACHMENT OF CSH TO TF 14A.

3.C.19.K. *(S//REL)* BPT TRANSITION ALL RSO SUPPORT OF FOLLOW-ON V CORPS FORCES TO 377 TSC.

3.C.19.L. *(S//REL)* BPT DISPLACE MEDICAL UNITS NORTH PL COLORADO NLT END OF PHASE I.

3.D. *(S//REL)* COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS. [CHANGE]

3.D.1. *(S//REL)* MSCs WILL CONFIGURE AND MAN GOVERNATE SUPPORT TEAMS GIVEN THEIR MISSION ANALYSIS; AN EXAMPLE STRUCTURE IS AS FOLLOWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION</th>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>01A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIV</td>
<td>ORHA (IF AVAILABLE)</td>
<td>CIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIV</td>
<td>FIF</td>
<td>CIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3/4</td>
<td>CHAPLAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td>56A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3/4</td>
<td>JAG</td>
<td></td>
<td>55A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>VEHICLE DRIVER</td>
<td></td>
<td>11B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2/3</td>
<td>O4</td>
<td>OPERATIONS OFFICER</td>
<td>02A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>ASSISTANT OPERATIONS OFFICER</td>
<td>01A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>ASSISTANT OPERATIONS OFFICER</td>
<td>02A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>MP OFFICER</td>
<td>31A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>INTEL OFFICER</td>
<td>35D00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>OPERATIONS NCO</td>
<td></td>
<td>11Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>ASSISTANT OPERATIONS NCO</td>
<td>11B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>ASSISTANT OPERATIONS NCO</td>
<td>11B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>NBC NCO</td>
<td></td>
<td>54B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>INTEL. SERGEANT</td>
<td></td>
<td>96B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>OPERATIONS ASSISTANT</td>
<td>11B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>OPERATIONS ASSISTANT</td>
<td>11B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>COR</td>
<td></td>
<td>01A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td></td>
<td>FA38/39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3/CIV</td>
<td>MEDICAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>67B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>90A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIV</td>
<td>HA LOG SPECIALIST (NGO REP)</td>
<td>CIV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.D.2. (S//REL) CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE W/IN ASSIGNED AO IOT CONFIRM/DENY CAPABILITIES AND INTENTIONS OF IRAQI MILITARY FORCES.

3.D.3. (S//REL) NEUTRALIZE REMAINING NON-COMPLIANT FORCES IOT ALLOW A STABLE ENVIRONMENT.

3.D.4. (S//REL) SECURE KEY PUBLIC FACILITIES IOT PRESERVE THEIR USE BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

3.D.5. (S//REL) CONDUCT ASSESSMENTS OF CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE AND LOCAL GOVERNANCE IOT DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS TO ESTABLISH A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT.

3.D.6. (S//REL) CLEAR LIFE-SUSTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE (FOCUS ON WATER, POWER AND HOSPITALS) OF OBSTACLES OR UXO IOT ALLOW ACCESS TO THESE FACILITIES BY RECONSTRUCTION PERSONNEL.


3.D.8. (S//REL) CONDUCT PRESENCE PATROLS THROUGHOUT THE AO IOT DETER AGGRESSION.


3.D.10. (S//REL) O/O PROVIDE SUPPORT (AS DIRECTED) TO ORHA REGION COORDINATION GROUPS IOT ACCELERATE LARGE SCALE RECOVERY EFFORTS W/IN THE AO.

3.D.11. (S//REL) O/O SECURE AND PROVIDE MOVEMENT CONTROL ALONG
DESIGNATED CORPS MSR/ASR IOT ALLOW MOVEMENT W/IN AO.

3.D.12. (S//REL) O/O DISARM DESIGNATED IRAQI MILITARY AND SECURITY UNITS IOT REMOVE THREATS TO THE POPULATION AND CORPS FORCES.

3.D.13. (S//REL) BPT CONDUCT EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE WITHIN THE AO IOT MITIGATE HUMAN SUFFERING.

3.D.14. (S//REL) BPT PROVIDE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SUPPORT TO PREVENT THE LOSS OF LIFE, LIMP, OR EYESIGHT AS REQUIRED IN SUPPORT OF CMO.

3.D.15. (S//REL) BPT CONDUCT MEDICAL ASSESSMENTS OF DCS AND POPULATION CENTERS IN ZONE.

3.D.16. (S//REL) BPT DEVELOP PLAN FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN CONDUCT OF LIMITED SUPPORT TO CIVIL ADMINISTRATION IN THE CORPS' AOR.

3.D.17. (S//REL) PROVIDE LIAISON TO CMO TO COORDINATE MEDICAL SUPPORT DURING DC, HA, AND SCA OPERATIONS.

3.D.18. (S//REL) PRODUCE ROWPU WATER WITH ORGANIC CAPABILITY FOR CONSUMPTION, FOOD PREPARATION, MEDICAL USE IOT TO REDUCE BOTTLE WATER CONSUMPTION.

3.D.19. (S//REL) PIR


3.D.19.C. (S//REL) WHICH TRIBES/CLANS IN AND AROUND BAGHDAD, AR RAMADI, TIKRIT, MOSUL AND KIRKUK WILL POSE A THREAT TO OR ENABLE V CORPS OPERATIONS?

3.D.19.D. (S//REL) WHAT ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS (CHEMICAL, OIL, UXO, MINES) EXIST ALONG ROUTES FROM BAGHDAD WEST TO AR RAMADI AND NORTH TO MOSUL, KIRKUK AND OIL FIELDS?

3.D.19.E. (S//REL) WHERE ARE THE MOST URGENT/CRITICAL HUMANITARIAN CRISIS AREAS (FOOD, WATER, POWER, MEDICAL) THAT REQUIRE EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE?

3.D.19.F. (S//REL) WHERE, IN MAJOR POPULATION CENTERS, ARE THERE PATTERNS OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY (ETHNIC/RELIGIOUS FEUDS, MURDER, LOOTING, ETC) AND CIVIL UNREST / DISCONTENT THAT THREATEN SECURITY AND STABILITY?


3.D.20.B. (S//REL) MAINTAIN/ESTABLISH V CORPS TACTICAL/OPERATIONAL MOBILITY IOT FACILITATE SUSTAINMENT AND RAPID FORCE PROJECTION (REPAIR AND MAINTAIN CORPS GROUND LOC’S; KEY ROTARY-WING HELIPORTS AND FOB’S; KEY FIXED-WING AIRFIELDS FOR UAV, C-130 AND SELECTED C-17 AIRCRAFT; REPAIR EXISTING KEY BRIDGES AND/OR INSTALL TACTICAL BRIDGING).

3.D.20.C. (S//REL) CLEAR/REDUCE OBSTACLES OF OIL INFRASTRUCTURE IOT ALLOW CONTRACTORS TO SAFELY REPAIR FACILITIES.

3.D.20.D. (S//REL) CLEAR/REDUCE OBSTACLES OF KEY LIFE SUSTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE IOT ALLOW CONTRACTORS TO SAFELY REPAIR FACILITIES


3.D.20.G. (S//REL) ASSIST VC CMO IN ASSESSING/RESTORING KEY LIFE SUSTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE IOT ALLOW IZ TO BECOME SELF SUFFICIENT (PROVIDE ENGINEER LNO CELLS TO: V CORPS CMOC/ORHA; PROVIDE ENGINEER ASSESSMENT TEAMS; ASSIST IN REPAIRING THE JORDANIAN EAST-WEST GROUND LOC SYSTEM; WATER WELLS AND TREATMENT PLANTS; ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION; SANITATION OR SEWER SYSTEMS.

3.D.20.H. (S//REL) OTHER ENGINEERING TASKS (RESPOND TO EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE EVENTS; CONSTRUCT V CORPS/COALITION BORDER SECURITY CONTROL POINTS; OPERATE MINE ACTION CENTERS; COORDINATE WITH IO/CA/PYSOP AGENCIES IN CONDUCTING MINE AWARENESS TRAINING; SUPERVISE DEMINING TEAMS WORKING IN V CORPS AO).

3.D.20.I. (S//REL) 4ID, 101, 3ACR AND 130 EN BDE – PROVIDE BASE CAMP MASTER PLANS TO SES REAR CP NLT THE COMPLETION OF PHASE I WITH UPDATES AS NEEDED DURING PHASE II. 130 EN BDE WILL ASSIST DIVISION’S IN PLANNING BASE CAMPS (IN ORDER): CORPS C2 NODES; 101 AASLT; 3ACR; 11 AHR; 12 AVN; 130 MED; 3CC; OTHERS. SES REAR CP CONSOLIDATES AND TURNS IN TO CFLCC C7.

3.D.20.J. (S//REL) 4ID, 101 AND 3ACR – ESTABLISH MINE ACTION CENTER IOT POSTURE VC ENGINEERS FOR PH IVB CMO, MAXIMIZE ASSETS, AND TO STREAMLINE INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS IN SECTOR.

3.D.20.K. (S//REL) MSCS MUST NOTIFY SES (VC REAR CP CONSTRUCTION) FOR ALL CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS EXCEEDING $200,000, AND SUBMIT MONTHLY STATUS REPORTS ON EACH OF THOSE PROJECTS TO VC REAR CP (ATTN:
SECRET//REL//X1

SES). REAR CP SES SUBMITS REPORTS TO CFLCC C7. THIS IS A CENTCOM REQUIREMENT AND ONLY PERTAINS TO THOSE PROJECTS THAT USE LABOR IN ACCESS TO $200,000 AND NOT MATERIAL.


3.D.21. (S//REL) SUBMIT PAI, BY-NAME LIST REPORT TO V CORPS, 18TH SSG WITHIN 24 HOURS OF THE CLOSE OF HOSTILITIES TO GAIN 100% BY NAME ACCOUNTABILITY. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL A UNIT REPORT ONLY PERCENT STRENGTH.

4. (S//REL) SERVICE SUPPORT. [CHANGE]

4.A. (S//REL) CONCEPT OF SUPPORT. THE CORPS EXECUTES FINAL VICTORY IN THREE PHASES AS PART OF THE OVERALL COMFLCC OPERATION (FIGURE 3). THIS ORDER ADDRESSES THE FIRST TWO PHASES. DECISIVE TO THE CORPS’ OPERATION IS OUR ABILITY TO DETER AGGRESSION WHILE SECURING KEY TERRAIN AND FACILITIES TO SUPPORT CIVIL ADMINISTRATION AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A STABLE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN THE CORPS AO. 3D COSCOM CONTINUES TO PROVIDE RESPONSIVE SUSTAINMENT SUPPORT TO COMMITTED UNITS WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY INTEGRATING ARRIVING FORCES AND ECHELONING SUPPORT CAPABILITY TO V CORPS NEW AO. CORPS LOGISTICS FOCUS IS MAINTAINING THE ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORPS FORCES OPERATING IN AND AROUND BAGHDAD, AND SUSTAIN CORPS FORCES N. OF BAGHDAD WITHIN ESTABLISHED GOVERNATES AS DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH 3 THIS OPORD. KEY TO SUSTAINMENT TO V CORPS IS ESTABLISHING SUSTAINMENT WITHIN EACH DIVISION’S GOVERNATE AND ASSIGNED AO WHILE POSTURING SUSTAINMENT TO SUPPORT MANEUVER FORCES OPERATING OVER EXTENDED LOCS WITH A RESPONSIVE, DEFENDABLE AND PREDICTABLE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AS THE CORPS EXECUTES ITS TACTICAL TASKS ACROSS THE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF NORTHERN AND CENTRAL REGIONS OF IRAQ.

4.A.1. (S//REL) V CORPS’ SUSTAINMENT CONCEPT IS TO TRANSITION CAPABILITY FROM S. OF PL COLORADO TO 377 TSC CONTROL AND ESTABLISH REDUNDANT CAPABILITY N. OF BAGHDAD USING A COMBINATION OF GROUND LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS (GLOCS) AND AIR LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS (ALOCS) USING INTRA-THEATER FIXED WING AND ORGANIC ROTARY WING ASSETS TO MEET INITIAL AND SUSTAINED SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS. CONVOY SUPPORT CENTERS (CSCS) AND FORWARD LOGISTIC ELEMENTS (FLES) WILL PROVIDE INITIAL SUPPORT TO FORCES FORWARD OF PL MAINE ALONG GLOCS, MSR TAMPA (HWY 1, KUWAIT TO TURKEY) AND MSR MOBILE (HWY 1, JORDAN TO BAGHDAD, IZ). 377 TSC WILL UTILIZE AREA SUPPORT GROUPS (ASGS) TO REPLACE CORPS SUPPORT GROUPS (CSGS) OPERATING S. OF PL COLORADO, AS WELL AS, SUSTAINMENT SPT TO TF BAGHDAD, ALLOWING 3D COSCOM TO DISPLACE AND MAINTAIN TACTICAL CSS TO V CORPS OPERATIONS NORTH OF BAGHDAD. LOGISTICS SUPPORT AREAS (LSAS) ANACONDA AND DIAMONDBACK, N. OF PL MAINE ALONG THEATER MSR TAMPA, VIC BALLAD AND MOSUL WILL BE ESTABLISHED TO SUPPORT FORCES OPERATING OUT OF ESTABLISHED FORWARD OPERATING BASES VIC TIKRIT, KIRKUK AND MOSUL. CSGS WILL PROVIDE CONTINUOUS, RESPONSIVE CSS ON A AREA BASIS WHILE 377 TSC ASSUMES SUSTAINMENT SUPPORT OF ALL CFLCC FORCES S. OF PL MAINE TO INCLUDE TF BAGHDAD. O/O 24 CSG WILL BE ATTACHED TO 3ID WILL PROVIDE
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AREA SUPPORT IN AND AROUND BAGHDAD TO ALL CFLCC FORCES ASSIGNED TO TF 14A AND O/O RELIEVED BY 16 CSG FOLLOWING THE RIF OF 3ID / 1AD AND 43ASG/ 377 TSC IS ESTABLISHED VIC BIAP PROVIDING AREA SPT.

4. A. 2. (S//REL) THIS OVERARCHING CONCEPT IS DEPENDENT UPON A COMBINATION OF UNIT CAPABILITIES, WELL-POSITIONED THEATER SUSTAINMENT BASES, AND A ROBUST THEATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. TACTICAL LOGISTICAL SUPPORT WILL CONTINUE TO FLOW FROM KUWAIT THROUGH BAGHDAD TO THE CORPS'S AOR THROUGHOUT THE TRANSITION PHASE OF THIS OPERATION. 21 TSC WILL PROVIDE SUSTAINMENT SPT TO TF 14A ABN AND LIMITED CL I, WATER AND IIIB SPT TO V CORPS FORCES OPERATING IN N. IRAQ. THE 377TH THEATER SUPPORT COMMAND (TSC), HOST NATION SUPPORT (HNS) AND CONTRACT SERVICES WILL SUPPORT OPERATIONAL LEVEL EXECUTION. BOTH CORPS AND THEATER SUPPORT CAPABILITY WILL CONTINUE TO BUILD INCREMENTALLY THROUGHOUT THIS PHASE IN PROPORTION TO THE ARRIVAL OF CFLCC AND V CORPS FORCES INTO THE AOR. RG011 OF V CORPS FORCES, REDEPLOYMENT OF V CORPS FORCES AND LOGISTICAL REQUIREMENTS WILL BE ASSUMED BY THE 377 TSC AS V CORPS THROUGHOUT PHASE I (TRANSITIONS CSS N. OF BAGHDAD) AND THROUGHOUT PHASE II -III. ALL V CORPS CSS UNITS SHOULD BPT ASSIST IN HUMANITARIAN EFFORTS AND SPT TO TF 14A AS EXCESS LOGISTICS CAPABILITY BECOMES AVAILABLE. 30TH MED BDE WILL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE CSS TO V CORPS.

4. A. 3. (S//REL) PHASE I (ESTABLISH THE AO): THIS PHASE IS ONGOING AND IS ADDRESSED IN PREVIOUS CORPS FRAGOS. DECISIVE IN THIS PHASE IS THE CORPS ABILITY TO ESTABLISH A CORPS PRESENCE IN NORTHERN IRAQ AND TRANSITION TO OPERATIONS IN A NEW AO. UNITS ARE RE-TASK ORGANIZED FOR THESE OPERATIONS AND INITIAL ATTACKS TO SECURE TERRAIN IN THE NEW AO ARE COMPLETED. CORPS SUSTAINMENT AND C2 ARE POSTURED TO SUPPORT OPERATIONS IN THE NEW AO. CORPS ESTABLISHES LIAISON ELEMENTS WITH ORHA REGIONAL COORDINATING GROUPS NORTH AND CENTER IN ORDER TO ALLOW INTEGRATED STABILITY OPERATIONS IN THE NEW AO. THIS PHASE ENDS ONCE IMEF IS ESTABLISHED IN FORMER V CORPS ZONE, CORPS SUSTAINMENT IS POSTURED IN THE AO IOT ALLOW OFFENSIVE AND STABILITY OPERATIONS, SECURE GROUND LOCS ESTABLISHED AND AS REQUIRED IMPROVED IOT ALLOW THE MOVEMENT OF CORPS SUSTAINMENT, NON-COMPLIANT FORCES ARE NEUTRALIZED OR DESTROYED, KEY OIL INFRASTRUCTURE NODES VICINITY KIRKUK PROTECTED AND A V CORPS PRESENCE ESTABLISHED IN A MINIMUM OF MOSUL, KIRKUK, TIKrit AND AR RAMADI. CORPS HAS ALSO ESTABLISHED LIAISON TEAMS WITH ORHA RCG NORTH AND CENTER AND IS CONDUCTING JOINT ASSESSMENTS AND FACILITATING REPAIRS TO IRAQI FACILITIES AND LIFE SUSTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE.

4. A. 4. (S//REL) LOGISTICAL EFFORTS CONTINUE TO FOCUS ON THE COMPLETE BUILDUP OF KEY LOG NODES AND ESTABLISHMENT OF CORPS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. KEY TO SUSTAINING SUPPORT OVER THE EXPANSE OF THE CORPS AOR IS AUGMENTING OUR CAPABILITY USING GLOGS WITH SECURING AND OPENING ALOCS THROUGHOUT THE CORPS AO. UPON CLOSURE OF 101 ABN (AASLT), INTENT IS TO MAXIMIZE INTRA-THEATER LIFT TO SUPPORT MOVEMENT OF REMAINING FORCES, 101 CSG ESTABLISHMENT OF LSA DIAMONDBACK, VIC QUAYARRA WEST AIRFIELD. IOT TO RECEIVE SUSTAINMENT FROM 21 TSC VIA GLOG FROM TURKEY, LSA DIAMONDBACK MUST BE OPERATIONAL AND AVAILABLE TO RECEIVE STOCKS NET 24 APR / D+36. 3CC (7TH CSG) PROVIDES SUSTAINMENT TO 4ID / 101 ABN (AASLT) UTILIZING FLB SYCAMORE AS AN INTERMEDIATE LOG BASE, PROVIDES DS SUPPORT TO 3ACR AS IT COMPLETES INTEGRATION AND IS COMMITTED IN CORPS WESTERN CORRIDOR VIC AH RAMADI, AND CORPS' WESTERN CORRIDOR WITH A BPT TO ESTABLISH FLB VIC HADITHAH DAM AND AREA SUPPORT TO CORPS UNITS
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THROUGHOUT THE CORPS WEST, AND EASTERN SECTORS. 64 CSG DRAWS ITS SUSTAINMENT FROM LSA ANACONDA AND FLB SYCAMORE 10T PROVIDE RESPONSIVE DS SUPPORT TO 4ID FORCES AS IT EXPANDS OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT THEIR AO, TO INCLUDE TIKRIT, KIRKUK, BAIQAUBAH, AND RECEIVE ATTACHMENT OF TF ABN VIC KIRKUK. TF 14A REMAINS UNDER CORPS CONTROL UNTIL JTF-IRAQ ASSUMES C2 OF BAGHDAD OPERATIONS, 24 CSG PROVIDES SPT TO TF 14A WITH 7TH CSG VIC LSA ANACONDA, PROVIDING BACKUP DS/ GS SUPPORT FROM 377 TSC. DURING PHASE I-II, ALOCS ARE ESTABLISHED W/ THE FOLLOWING AIRFIELDS AVAILABLE WITH COMBINATION OF MILITARY AND CIVIL CONTROL: BIAP, MOSUL, BALLAD, KIRKUK, BASHUR, AL MUHAMMADI AIRFIELDS. ALL AIRFIELDS ARE CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING C-130/ 1-17 AC, ARE OPERATIONAL AND AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT INTRA THEATER LIFT. 3CC MUST BE PREPARED AADCG SPT TO AIRFIELDS THROUGHOUT CORPS AO. 12 AVN IS AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE SUSTAINMENT TO UNITS OPERATING INDEPENDENT OF HABITUAL CSS THROUGHOUT THIS PHASE OF THE OPERATION.

4.A.5. (S/REL) LOGISTICAL PRIORITIES: CLFCC PRIORITY OF SUPPORT: V CORPS (ME), 1 MEF (SE). PRIORITY OF UNIT SUPPORT: 3ID, 101 ABN (AASLT), 3ACR, 3ID, 11 AHR, VCA, EPW, AND THEN DCS. PRIORITY OF MOVEMENT FORWARD: 4ID, 3ACR, 3ID EPF, 101 ABN (AASLT). PRIORITY OF HET SUPPORT: 4ID FPI, 3ACR, 4ID EPF, 101 ABN (AASLT) W/ 1 BN HV, 1 TIP AND 3ID. PRIORITY OF CONVOY MVMTS: COMBAT UNITS, MEDICAL EVACUATION VEHICLES, CL III (B), HA / COMO SUPPLIES, AND MAIL. PRIORITY OF REARWARD MOVEMENT ARE TO CASUALTIES, SSG SAMPLES, 2-6 ATK DEPLOYMENT, EMPTY CL III (B) / CL V TRANSPORTATION ASSETS, NMC COMBAT VEHICLES, EPWS, CAPTURED ENEMY MATERIAL (WEAPONS/ AMMO). PRIORITY OF SUPPLIES: CL IIIB, WATER, I, V (NON-LETHAL), IX, HA / COMO RATIONS. ALL CORPS UNITS BOTTLE WATER ALLOCATION WILL DECREASE BY 50% WITH REMAINING 50% PRODUCED BY ROWPU AND DISTRIBUTE VIA ARMY POTABLE WATER CONTAINER, 3K AND 5K SMFTS, AND 400 GAL WATER TRAILERS. CORPS PRIORITY OF GRND MAINT: M2/3/1, HETS, PLS, 5T TRACTORS, ROWPU. PRIORITY OF AVN MAINT: AH 64S, OH 58S, CH 47S, UH 60S.

4.A.6. (S/REL) 30 MED BDE WILL PROVIDE LEVEL III CARE VIC MOSUL BY OPCON FOR MOVEMENT A CSH TO 101 NLT 22APR. BPT SUPPORT 4ID IN OPERATIONS VIC KIRKUK FOR EHA / DC OPERATIONS.

4.A.7. (S/REL) LOGISTICAL ENDSTATE FOR THIS PHASE: 3D COSCOM IS CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING CORPS OPNS THROUGHOUT CORPS'S AOR BOTH N. AND S. OF PL MAINLY GLOCS ARE SECURED W/ THEATER MSRMOBILE TO JORDAN, AND MSR TAMPA FROM BAGHDAD TO TURKEY CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING CORPS UNIT MOVEMENTS AND CORPS SUSTAINMENT. CORPS SUSTAINS SASS, CONDUCT INTEGRATION SPT TO CORPS FOLLOW-ON FORCE AND SUSTAINMENT SPT TO 11 AHR, WHICH CONTINUES TO SERVE AS CORPS RESERVE. AS THE 3ACR ASSUMES ITS NEW AO, PRIORITIES OF COMMITMENT CHANGE TO: 1) PATROL WESTERN DESERT ISO 3ACR AND 2) AREA RECONNAISSANCE OF INFILTRATION ROUTES IVO IRAN/IRAQ BORDER (VICINITY MANDALI). 3CC (7 CSG) CONTINUES TO TRANSITION AND CLOSE LSA BUSHMASTER, WITH INITIAL SUSTAINMENT FOR CORPS'S ATTACK N. SUPPORTED FROM FLB ELM, AND CSC ESTABLISHED ENROUTE. CORPS INITIAL SUSTAINMENT FROM FLB ELM / DOGWOOD W/ C2 PROVIDED BY 24 CSG. LSA ANACONDA IS SET WITH 3CC ACP, LSA DIAMONDBACK SET WITH 101 ABN (AASLT) CSG ASSETS. 377 TSC USING THEATER ROUTES, PUSHES SUSTAINMENT TO FLB ELM/ DOGWOOD AND PREPARED TO SUSTAIN TO LSA ANACONDA VIC BALLAD USING MSR TAMPA. 3CC (16 CSG) TRANSITIONS SUPPORT AND CLOSE CSC PETERBUILT VIC AS SAMAWAH ALONG ASR.
MIAMI IOT ALLOW REPOSITIONING OF ASSETS NORTH OF BAGHDAD AND ESTABLISH CSC THROUGHOUT THE CORPS AO.

4.A.8. (S//REL) PHASE II (INITIATE REDEPLOYMENT). THIS PHASE BEGINS ONCE THE CORPS HAS ESTABLISHED A PRESENCE IN MOSUL, KIRKUK, TIKRIT AND AR RAMADI. 4ID CONTINUES TO SECURE KEY TERRAIN VIC TIKRIT AND KIRKUK IOT MAINTAIN STABILITY IN SALAHADDIN, AT TA'MIM & DIYALA GOVERNATES. 4ID CONTINUES TO CONDUCT OPERATIONS IN DIYALA GOVERNORATE AND DEFECTS REMAINING ENEMY FORCES IOT ESTABLISH A SECURE ENVIRONMENT. 3ID CONTINUES TO PROVIDE A SECURE ENVIRONMENT IN THE BAGHDAD AO. 3ID ASSUMES REASSIGNMENT OF 3/1AD AND BEGINS REDEPLOYMENT OF 3/3ID. 3ID RETAINS OPCON OF 2LCR AND UPON INTEGRATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE REGIMENT, 3ACR CONTINUES TO SECURE KEY TERRAIN VIC AR RAMADI IOT MAINTAIN A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IN AL ANDAR GOVERNATE. 3ACR CONTINUES TO PATROL MAJOR GLOCs IN AO TO DEMONSTRATE A PRESENCE AND MAINTAIN STABILITY. THE LOGISTICS FOCUS FOR THIS STAGE IS COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF CORPS LOGISTIC NODES AND CORPS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. CORPS SETS LSA ANACONDA, DIAMONDBACK, AND FLB SYCAMORE, ENS ERECT CSCs IOT TO SPT SUSTAINING THE CORPS DISTRIBUTION THROUGHOUT THE CORPS AO. LSA BUSHMASTER IS CLOSED AND 377 TSC IS SUSTAINING THRUFLP ELM, THEN LSA ANACONDA, AND EST. AN ASC VIC OF 1BAP IOT SPT V CORPS IN ASSIGNED AO WITH A THEATER FDW DISTRIBUTION BASE. 24 CSG CONTINUES TO SPT TF 14A (3ID W/ 3X BCTs, 2LCR (-), 1BCT/101St, 1BCT (-)/1AD, BCT/82 ABN DIV (-), 64 CSG COMPLETES EST. OF FLB SYCAMORE VIC BAJI, AND PROVIDES SPT TO 4ID AND DS TO NON-DIV UNITS OPERATING W/IN 4ID GOVERNATES, 101St CSG COMPLETES EST. OF LSA DIAMONDBACK, AND PROVIDES SPT TO 101 ABN (AASLT) AND DS TO ALL CORPS UNITS OPERATING WITHIN 101 ABN (AASLT) AND EST. GOVERNATES VIC MOSUL, IRBIL, DAIK. 3CC COORDINATES SPT REQUIREMENTS IOT TO SUSTAIN SPT TO TF 14A ABN AND RECEIVE SUSTAINMENT (CLI, WATER, III) FROM 21 TSC VIA GRND LOC FROM TURKEY. 7TH CSG COMPLETES EST LSA ANACONDA AND PROVIDES AREA SPT TO ALL CORPS TRPS AND DS TO 11 ABN OPERATING AS CORPS RESERVE. THE 142D CSB WILL PROVIDE BACKUP DS TO EACR AND ATTACHED 502St AASLT BN/ 101St. 142D CSB MUST BPT EST. CSCs AND AN FLB VIC HADITHA DAM IOT SPT 3ACR AS IT EXPANDS OPERATION WEST OF AR RAMADI. 24 CSG REMAINS ISO TF 14A UNTIL 1AD CONDUCTS RIP WITH 3ID. 3CC WILL BPT RELIEVE 24 CSG AND CONTINUE TO SUSTAIN TF 14A (1AD WITH 3 BCTs AND 2LCR(-)).


4.A.10. (S//REL) 30TH MED BDE COMPLETES RIP WITH IMEF MEDICAL UNITS SOUTH OF PL COLORADO AND DISPLACES ALL ASSETS NORTH OF PL COLORADO. O/O IDENTIFIES UNITS THAT ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED FOR PH IV OPERATIONS AND COORDINATES REDEPLOYMENT THROUGH CORPS.
4.A.11. (S//REL) LOGISTICAL ENDSTATE FOR THIS PHASE: CORPS LOGISTICS
NODES AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM ARE ESTABLISHED, 3CC IS PREPARED TO
SEAMLESSLY SUPPORT RIP BETWEEN 1AD AND 3ID WHILE MAINTAINING UN-
INTERRUPTED SPT TO CORPS MSC CONDUCTING OPERATIONS WITHIN ASSIGNED
GOVERNATES. THE 377TH IS SUSTAINING SPT TO LSA ANACONDA AND ESTABLISHED
AREA SPT VIC BIAP.

4.A.12. (S//REL) PHASE III (TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY AND STEADY STATE
OPERATIONS). THIS PHASE BEGINS ONCE 3/1AD IS INTEGRATED INTO 3ID. THIS
PHASE ENDS ONCE NON-COMPLIANT FORCES ARE NEUTRALIZED WITHIN THE CORPS
AO, EXTERNAL AGGRESSION IS DETERRED, THE POTENTIAL EXPORT OF WMD
MATERIALS IS INTERDICTED, KEY FACILITIES AND FUNCTIONS THAT ALLOW THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURE, NGO/PVO HAVE SECURE MOVEMENT
AND ACCESS TO CIVILIAN POPULATION AND THE CORPS IS PREPARED TO TRANSFER
KEY FUNCTIONS TO DESIGNATED MILITARY OR CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES.
LOGISTICAL FOCUS FOR THIS STAGE IS TO ENSURE 3CC IS CAPABLE OF
SUSTAINING CORPS OPERATIONS AS IT CONDUCTS TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY TO
CIVILIAN OR OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES. SUSTAINMENT SPT MUST BE SEAMLESS
AND RESPONSIVE. AS ENDSTATE IS DEFINED, AND V CORPS FOOTPRINT IS
REDUCED, 3CC MUST ENSURE LOGISTICS NODES MAINTAIN SUFFICIENT STOCKAGE
AND CORPS’ DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MAINTAINS RESPONSIVENESS, AND ENHANCES
CORPS THROUGHOUT PH III.

4.A.13. (S//REL) LOGISTICAL PRIORITIES: NO CHANGE CFLCC PRIORITIES; NO
CHANGE TO V CORPS LOGISTICS STANCE, WITH LSA ANACONDA AND DIAMONDBACK
PREPARED TO TRANSITION WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES OR 377 TSC ASG.
LOGISTICAL SPT PRIORITY: NO CHANGE.

4.B. PERSONNEL

4.B.1. (S//REL) DECORATIONS AND AWARDS. TURN-IN WARTIME AWARDS TO
AWARDS APPROVAL AUTHORITY. COMPLETE WARTIME AWARDS FOR ALL SOLDIERS
BEFORE DEPARTING THE OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) AREA OF OPERATIONS.

4.B.2. (S//REL) LEAVES AND PASSES ARE AT THE DISCRETION OF THE BRIGADE
LEVEL AND ABOVE COMMANDERS AND MUST BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH ESTABLISHED
POLICY FOUND AT

sections/c1/docs/revised pers

4.B.3. (S//REL) LINE OF DUTY INVESTIGATIONS (LODI) FOR ALL FRATRICIDES
MUST BE COMPLETED AND CLEARED THROUGH THE V CORPS JUDGE ADVOCATE AND G1
BEFORE UNITS MAY RE-DEPLOY TO THE UNIT HOME STATION.

4.B.4. (S//REL) FORWARD REQUEST FOR STARS AND STRIPES SUPPORT TO
BRIGADE SIZE UNITS TO V CORPS G1 MWR OFFICER,

4.B.5. (S//REL) AAFES SUPPORT, MSCS MUST PROVIDE A HARD SITE VICINITY
THEIR DIVISIONAL LOGISTICAL SUPPORT AREA AND GENERATOR FOR DOX-T AAFES
FACILITY. AAFES FACILITIES PROVIDE SUPPORT IN AREAS THAT REMAIN
OPERATIONAL IN EXCESS OF 30 DAYS.
4.B.6. (S//REL) MWR SUPPORT PACKAGE. MSCS REQUEST MWR CFSC SUPPORT PACKAGE THROUGH THE CORPS G1, (b)(3), (b)(6)

4.B.7. (S//REL) MAIL RESTRICTIONS. TA-50, DUFFLE BAGS, RUCK- SACKS OR FOOTLOCKERS WILL NOT BE MAILED THROUGH THE POSTAL SYSTEM.

5. (S//REL) COMMAND AND SIGNAL. [CHANGE]

5.A. (S//REL) COMMAND. [CHANGE]

5.A.1. (S//REL) COMMAND POST LOCATIONS.

5.A.1.A. (S//REL) CMAIN: THE CMAIN WILL REPOSITION AND ESTABLISH OPERATIONS IN BAGHDAD IOT COMMAND AND CONTROL OPERATIONS IN THE CORPS ZONE.

5.A.1.B. (S//REL) CTAC: O/O, CTAC WILL CO-LOCATE WITH THE CMAIN IN BAGHDAD. THE CMAIN AND CTAC WILL FORM A SINGLE CORPS COMMAND POST ISO POST HOSTILITIES OPERATIONS. CTAC IS PREPARED TO REFORM AND REPOSITION ISO CORPS OPERATIONS, AS DIRECTED. CTAC IS PREPARED TO REDPLOY FIRST IOT RECEIVE THE CORPS IN CENTRAL REGION.

5.A.1.C. (S//REL) CREAR: THE CREAR IS CURRENTLY AT CAMP VIRGINIA. AFTER THE CMAIN IS SET AND FULLY OPERATIONAL IN BAGHDAD, THE CREAR IS PREPARED TO JUMP TO BALAD OR ANOTHER LOCATION DICTATED BY THE DCG.

5.A.1.D. (S//REL) CORPS ASSAULT CB: POSITIONED PER CG’S DIRECTION.

5.A.2. (S//REL) SUCCESSION OF COMMAND. IN THE EVENT THAT THE COMMANDING GENERAL, V CORPS IS UNABLE TO PERFORM HIS DUTIES, HE WILL BE SUCCEED IN COMMAND BY THE DEPUTY COMMANDING GENERAL, V CORPS UNTIL A PERMANENT SUCCESSOR IS NAMED. THIS SUCCESSION OF COMMAND CONTINUES IN THE ORDER SPECIFIED BELOW.

5.A.2.A. (S//REL) COMMANDING GENERAL, 3rd INFANTRY DIVISION (MECHANIZED)
5.A.2.B. (S//REL) COMMANDING GENERAL, 101 ABN (AASLT) AIRBORNE DIVISION (AIR ASSAULT)
5.A.2.C. (S//REL) COMMANDING GENERAL, 4th INFANTRY DIVISION
5.A.2.D. (S//REL) COMMANDING GENERAL, 1st ARMORED DIVISION

5.B. (S//REL) SIGNAL. [NO CHANGE]
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ANNEXES:

A - TASK ORGANIZATION
B - INTELLIGENCE
C - OPERATIONS (CURRENT C2PC OVERLAY <(1) V CORPS M OPORD03-32 260001ZAPR03 IRAQ_BASELINE> REMAINS IN EFFECT)
D - FIRES
F - ENGINEER (TBP)
I - CSS
L - ISR
P - IO (TBP)
Q - CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS
R - PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (TBP)